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Edward Thomas (1878 – 1917)

Yes, we all remember Adlestrop, the peace, wild flowers and birdsong. But what of
the rest of  Thomas’s collection of  over 140 poems?  He was a prose writer and
critic, and it took his American friend, Robert Frost, to convince him he was a
poet. He wrote his first poems in December 1914. Two years and four months
later, he was killed in the Battle of  Arras on Easter Monday. He had been in
France only since January, and his writing in those final months consisted of
letters to friends and family and war diaries. We can only speculate how his
experiences might have translated into poetry.
   Many letters were to Eleanor Farjeon, fellow poet and family friend; a willing
critic, she typed up his poems. His Collected Poems (1920), are rich with love of  the
English countryside, showing his preference for solitude with birdsong and other
natural sounds, rather than human company. He suffered frequently from
depression and was aware of the detrimental effect on his wife, Helen, and their
three children. This is perhaps his most poignant poem.        Helen Ashley

And you, Helen

And you, Helen, what should I give you?
So many things I would give you
Had I an infinite great store
Offered me and I stood before
To choose. I would give you youth,
All kinds of loveliness and truth,
A clear eye as good as mine,
Lands, waters, flowers, wine,
As many children as your heart
Might wish for, a far better art
Than mine can be, all you have lost
Upon the travelling waters tossed,
Or given to me. If I could choose
Freely in that great treasure-house
Anything from any shelf,
I would give you back yourself,
And power to discriminate
What you want and want it not too late,
Many fair days free from care
And heart to enjoy both foul and fair,
And myself, too, if  I could find
Where it lay hidden and it proved kind.

Past Master
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Craig Kurtz
(Louisa, Virginia   USA)

Huswife’s Velleity
 
Who wants a husband? What a bore,
I’d sooner mysteries explore;
give me instead an incubus
than someone who wore out promise;
a marriage is banality
but courtship is a fantasy,
and any man whom I don’t know
is on the right side of plateau;
while long-term spouses disenchant,
incomprehensible beaux can’t;
the perfect lover’s a blank slate
as real mates dream men superate;
the love affair that is the best
is one not yet put to the test.
 

A Lifetime Of Savouring
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Craig Kurtz
(Louisa, Virginia   USA)

Husband’s Remonstrance
 
It doesn’t take a lot to please
a poor husband; simplicities
such as a supper with some meat,
a glass of wine, a cozy seat
and, maybe once or twice a week,
a little nookie, so to speak.

Does it really so demean
to be a wife; a small routine
such as the cooking of the food,
the preservation of  the brood
and, said without implied affront,
some putting out, to be quite blunt.

It doesn’t take that much to please
a poor husband; twee courtesies
such as condoning dinner guests,
cleaning the house without protests
and, like all female patriots,
think of  England a few minutes.
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Toby Campion
(Leicester)

Samaritan

The face of a man who looks like your father
hangs above a helpline number
down the far end of  the platform.

Rain has soured the hopeful green lettering
across his face to mouldy purple.
We all feel desperate sometimes.
Speak soon. Talking helps.

You wonder how many delayed journeys
it took for them to decide these posters
were a sound investment. Who wrote the copy;
how much the model was paid.

Did he meet himself in his darkest hour
and wish he never took the job.?
His frown asks why you’re standing
so close to the tracks.

And you ask his frown if it can climb inside you
like the other boys did to make you step back.
Can it undo you? Spoon out the mud?
Make the shaft of the rail look less desirable?

It says, No.
You touch the model’s printed lips.
He licks them, the way that your mother licked hers
the last time she kissed your father.

Savouring a taste
which would not return to the mouth.
He looks at the oncoming train
and back at you, closes his eyes.

He cannot bear to say goodbye.
The same way as your mother.
Speak soon.
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Aidan Baker
(Cambridge)

The Remembered Village

After Mum and Dad’s Golden was our first return.
We drove through steady rain uphill but missed
the turn, entered the village further west
by the school, followed the S-bend past
hall, vicarage, cross. Walked up the steepest
north-sloping churchyard path. It was mid-August.
In church, the numbers since Dad’s time reduced.

After I reached fifty was the second.
Late at night, we drove uphill, northward, turned
in by the school, the village western end;
again the hall-and-vicarage S-bend.
The missed B&B: phone call, turn round.
Next morning, in dampness, we were shown around
the church, the steep north-facing slope of ground.
We left the village at the eastern end:
Beacon Hill, water tower; homeward bound.

Dad's memorial service was the third.
In a bright March morning, we drove westward,
took the right turn; the water tower, crossroad,
again right, swooping north and down, past wood
gates, left, and left again into the farmyard.
The party walked the unpavemented road
west, south, uphill, the cross, the village grid,
the steep north-facing path in the churchyard.
The plaque unveiled, and many kind words said.
Then path, cross, downhill, left at chapel, led
west to where the Borstal had once stood.
We saw the new-built road named after Dad.

So my lines. They’d make an incomplete
map, lacking streets and homes once known inside.
Returning took from memories no heat,
and the troubled return dreams have not died.
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Anne Stewart
(Orpington, Kent)

Mum’s Laughing

Something funny come to mind. We do this every year;
have for decades. Christmas, Hogmanay, her birthday,
sometimes mine. Best of  three at Yahtzee. And she tells me
the story of that time on the train, about the nail file
she’d fished from her bag to protect herself, if  she had to,
from that crowd of  noisy, swearing louts – she throws,
another Yahtzee, a hundred bonus points, how she always
seems to get them, I don’t know – nobody but her and them
in the carriage that winter night on her way home late from work.

She’s telling me how she’d thought – I’m not doing well,
another Low Straight; as ever, the High Straight eludes me –
she’d launch into them, stabbing with its little hook-curved point.
How At least, she says, I wasn’t going down without a fight,
but as she curved her finger round the point to check it was as sharp
as she recalled – she throws four ones; she’s got her Ones,
her Four of  a Kind, Three of  a Kind, but she never could resist
the chance of  five. She throws again, again. Yahtzee!
How does she do it? – she found it wasn’t there.
 
That is, there was no point. And that’s when I remembered, she says,
incredulous, as though the story was unknown, just now revealing itself,
I didn’t have a metal one anymore! She’s seeing herself, with the cardboard file,
round-ended, filing her assailants off her shoulders one by one…
And I’m laughing at her perpetual will never to give an inch,
not for anyone – at how it’s still her who throws all the Yahtzees,
even though, these last twelve years, it’s my hand rolling the dice –
and this is one of my favourite stories, riper every time, and it gets me,
catches me, unready every time, for just how much I miss her still.
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Nathan Fidler
(Sherwood, Nottingham)

Telephone Doodle

Watched my mother making circles
with a cancer pen on a cat notepad.
Now I’m making circles
below the rough gas meter reading,
from when the ceiling came down
in the kitchen and they put me on hold.

A little bee’s nest
getting tenser and tenser
the more squished up
circles I make.

That One Season You Love

Summer’s name escapes me again.
Water under the shower door,
making fools of all the children
playing on hot tarmacadam,
thinking they’re never going to die.

Greyhounds bustle at the end
of  one man’s reins, his arms outstretched
while the smell of shit wafts through
the vents in your cheap little car,
soaking up the sun with its black body.

We’re all just flies,
beating at the window, hoping
to get into the sunshine, away from our desks
and the giant, rolled up magazine, smacking us
with the glossy faces of  celebrities.
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Frances Sackett
(Marple, Stockport)

That Afternoon

That’s how it seemed that afternoon,
dust flying, clogging the sun.
They were clearing their homes:
little things, a doll, a photo;
hands moving fast - minds faster.

Reporters would follow,
catch some child, ragged, solitary,
staring right into the lens for them;
huge eyes, dirt tracks down her cheeks
where tears had been;

would never fall again.
The whole sun that afternoon
seemed dust-ridden; useless.
The country a dust-ball
rolling.
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Frances Sackett
(Marple, Stockport)

Moon in Flood

She is a hoarder of  moons.
They draw her to themselves
always different,
spare yet spacious.
For nights now the moon
has been so swollen,
it seems to have burst its banks
wobbling low in the branches of the oak.
It calls her from her bed,
where across the street
its reflection surprises her,
like a crash scene.
And in the oblivion of night hours
she sleepwalks to the back of the house
and there it is again.
Undiminished,
holding its place.
Opening up a whole world,
with only the glass of the window
to stop her dropping into its arms.
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Laura Seymour
(Bath)

The fate of the peanut specialist

In the walled garden,
my first potato. My dress heavy
with wire hares,
yours washed pink as campions.
The single dish of our four hands
packed with earth, leaves nudging
our fingers. Your brother pilfered
the tuber, a Medusa
of  tentacles, from his ship.
We roll it up and smoke it, slip
the seeds in their mother spider’s pouch
into the wall.

In a bunker withstanding world war,
the peanut specialist slumps
on books that snap
with ice.
He starves but germinates
lush beds of  potato seeds.

There is a plaque to him
where orcas in their pens bump
against the sea wall,
like children who brought spring to a garden
but couldn’t get out.
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Angela Howarth
(Totnes, Devon)

Andrew

After he finally died
it took me over a year
to delete his number from my phone

but I hadn’t the heart
to wipe out his name

which now, scrolling through
my contacts for contact

springs out to offer connection
a direct line to his smile
a conversation, his real voice
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Angela Howarth
(Totnes, Devon)

The Lime tree

lifts over the roof of her parents’ house
its canopy shades half the garden
its roots spread deeper and further
than God knows where
the trunk is so hugely round
it can’t be embraced by human arms
yet it holds out tufts of twigs
so a child can climb up and up
a child like her, who’s escaping
incognito, struck dumb, feeling

only rigging, mast, rope, sail
perhaps crow’s nest, or eyrie and flight.

Halfway she is cupped in the palm
of a branching hand, camouflaged
by leaves, a gauze of backlit green
a filigree of shadow like a nest.
Here she dares to ignore mother’s calls
the sister smeared in calamine
the dead guinea pig on the lawn.
Up here she could feel terribly alone
but for a shimmer vibration of bees
in tune with fluttering blossom

and the scent, light and rich as breath
lifting her shoulder blades up into air.
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Brent Southgate
(Dunedin, New Zealand)

Poems from Martial

III.65

Quod spirat tenera malum mordente puella,
quod de Corycio quae venit aura croco;
vinea quod primis cum floret cana racemis,
gramina quod redolent, quae modo carpsit ovis;
quod myrtus, quod messor Arabs, quod sucina trita,
pallidus Eoo ture quod ignis olet;
gleba quod aestivo leviter cum spargitur imbre,
quod madidas nardo passa corona comas:
hoc tua, saeve puer Diadumene, basia fragrant.
quid si tota dares illa sine invidia?

I.43

Bis tibi triceni fuimus, Mancine, vocati
et positum est nobis nil here praeter aprum,
non quae de tardis servantur vitibus uvae
dulcibus aut certant quae melimela favis,
non pira quae longa pendent religata genesta
aut imitata brevis Punica grana rosas,
rustica lactantis nec misit Sassina metas
nec de Picenis venit oliva cadis:
nudus aper, sed et hic minimus qualisque necari
a non armato pumilione potest.
et nihil inde datum est; tantum spectavimus omnes:
ponere aprum nobis sic et harena solet.
Ponatur tibi nullus aper post talia facta,
sed tu ponaris cui Charidemus apro.
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Brent Southgate
(Dunedin, New Zealand)

Poems from Martial

III.65

Like the breath of an apple bitten by a girl,
Or breeze coming warm from scented saffron fields;
The smell of the white-flowered vine in its first clusters,
Or grass fresh-cropped by sheep; the scent of myrtle,
Arabian spice, or amber rubbed in the hand;
Like the pale flame of incense; like the smell
Of turf lightly sprinkled with summer rain,
Or garlanded tresses glistening with nard –
All this fragrance, cruel boy, is combined for me
In your kisses. Oh, what would they be,
If you granted them full-lipped, ungrudgingly?

I.43

We were sixty guests at your table yesterday,
Mancinus, and nothing provided but a boar.
No side dish raisins from late harvested vines,
Or must-apples sweet as honeycomb; no pears;
No pomegranates, pink as summer roses; no wheels of cheese,
Or olives from Picenian jars. An unaccompanied boar;
And even that a wretchedly small one, such as could have been
Wrestled to death bare-handed by a dwarf. What’s more,
None of  it came our way, the spectators at your feast.
If  you’re giving a show, we’d like it the other way at least:
You as the dish served to the boar (one bigger and meaner)
Being tusk-ripped like Charidemus in the arena.
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Edward O'Dwyer
(Corbally, Limerick   Ireland)

The End of Ice-Cream

When they stopped producing ice-cream,
I was already an old man,
without any more need or desire for it.

I could look back on a lifetime of ice-cream,
and not always in moderation, as any good thing should be.

A lifetime of savouring its immaculate coolness
on summer afternoons
that may or not have been sunny.
Those many rainy days in Junes and Julys
when the volume of  the van’s chimes nearing
was equally music
as on sweltering ones.

A hard and underwhelming life, all the same,
now the slog is all in the past
and I’ve learned the secrets of contentment
that age and work and disappointment teach,
I don’t miss it.

I’ve no use today for it,
and the ice-cream of my youth, I know now
I never needed either, that its value was something
I always misunderstood anyway.

I can taste any flavour of it still
at any moment, closing my eyes, remembering,
but I haven’t done in years.

I’ve learned that even the best things
can become something else,
what they were never intended to be.

That luxury can become greed,
that taste can become tastelessness,
that love can become ordinary
if it is too plentiful.
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I’m sure those that do miss it are many,
maybe call it the day
the world became impossibly bleak.

I’m sure, though, they’re better off  now, without it,
looking hopefully into their empty bowls.

From Bad News, Good News, Bad News, published by Salmon Poetry: 12 Euros

Mike Alderson
(Deeping St James, Lincolnshire)

The Abuse of Laughter

I dig holes because I cannot
lay bricks on dreams.

I dig holes to check
the ropes of trees,

because I am earnest.

This laughter
is the way of  bullies.

The wise, quietly,
put away their thoughts.

Memories do not forgive.

Words are a cactus,
a field of sand.

Sounds cannot be dressed
in candyfloss.

I cannot set you free

a shape moves among trees

and laughter is balanced
on a door.
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Jennifer Ouellette
(Toronto, Canada)

The Heroes

Sigmund walked among the civilians while pedestrian traffic surged around
him, his movements slow; leisurely. He wasn’t a part of  the same rat race.
He was of  another class entirely and had the power of  invisibility, setting
him apart. It made him unique. On the sidewalk a man bumped into his
shoulder. He spun round, looking through the air then kept walking.
Sigmund chuckled. Being unseen was a power some might not enjoy but it
suited him perfectly. He liked the relative peace, the privacy it afforded him.
   Few people knew about his origins. Born into a middle class family, he had
a brother and sister, and had had a happy childhood. His life changed when
he discovered his abilities. He would practise on empty street corners and in
back alleys. Over the years, memories of  his previous life slowly faded.
They dried up, blown away one by one like leaves preparing for a long cold
Winter.
   Pulling a cloak tighter around his bony shoulders, he made his way to the
meeting space in the park where others like him were waiting. Mary had
super speed; Bernard, super strength. When Sigmund appeared at her side,
Mary gestured for him to seat himself next to her so that the meeting could
start. “Sig, there you are. I didn’t see you.”
   He laughed, the sound gravel rattling against his vocal cords. “That’s the
point.”
   “We’re here today to talk about this meeting space,” Mary said. “They
know we regroup here, it’s not going to be safe for long. We need an
alternative, and we need it today.”
   Bernard cut in with a grunt, his massive hands balled into fists. “I say we
stay. Fight it out if  we have to.”
   Mary shook her head. “You know we can’t do that. It’s too risky. Besides,
there are only three of us and who knows how many of them? If they want
us gone, we need to go.”
   Sigmund felt a sense of loss; this had been their meeting space for two
years. He didn’t want to find somewhere new. Besides, all the good spaces
had already been claimed by others like them. Being different made civilians
uncomfortable, so they were forced into the shadows. Mary pressed on.
“What about the church on Main?”
   “No churches,” Bernard growled.
   “There’s a building on Fifth,” Mary offered. “We’d have to share the
space though.”
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   Bernard shook his large head. “I know the place. It’s run by a total tool.”
  They were going round in circles, getting nowhere. Sigmund decided to
chime in with a suggestion. “How about the other park off  Broadview? It’s
quite nice.”
   “Already spoken for by James and his crew,” Bernard explained.
   Sigmund paused and thought about their options. “Well, have we thought
about joining up with another group?”
   “Uh oh, guys, we’ve got company.”
   Bernard was the first to spot them approaching. The trio stood together as
the three uniforms stepped forward. The spokesman growled, “Alright, you
know why we’re here. You’ve been warned twice now.”
   Sigmund looked down at his feet. “I know, officer,” he sighed. It wasn’t a
situation he could win.
   The man spoke firmly but gently to them. “There are other places you
can go - but you can’t hang out here. Do you understand?”
   Sigmund saw parents with their children in a nearby playground watching
the scene unfold. Once, a lifetime ago, he had also enjoyed the sensation of
air on his face and butterflies in his stomach as he played on the swings. A
human pendulum, his legs dangling high over the sand below. But when he
wasn’t invisible, civilians found him an unsettling presence; frightening and
dangerous. The officer looked at him sympathetically. “There’s the shelter on
John Street. Let me take you there. You’ll all be able to get a warm meal and
have somewhere safe to sleep.”
    They knew that shelter. A man attacked Mary there once. She ran away
and it had taken them weeks to find her again. Then Bernard beat the man
to a bloody pulp, which landed him in prison. No, they couldn’t go back
there. “It’s okay officer,” Sigmund said. “We’ll move on.”
   The friends gathered up their meagre belongings and began shuffling
away. Three against the world, searching for a place they could rest for a
while. Somewhere which welcomed their kind. If such a place could exist.
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Over to you; reserving the right to edit, or omit – and to post on the website
And the views expressed are not necessarily those of the Editor

Annnouncement
Overseas subs now updated to £38; sterling in line with other currency

Apologies
To Zara Raab, for the errant ‘which’ in the last line of  In Small Town America

Congratulations
To Jane McLaughlin, on her new collection Lockdown (Cinnamon Press): £8.99

Readers’ Award Draw

Frances Sackett (Stockport)
‘This Is Just To Say’... I loved the cover of  Orbis 179, finding myself  lost in
those open arches.
   And your editorial was interesting, especially what you say about families all
being different and how it comes as a surprise discovering this.

David Troman (Nottingham)
I love the simplicity of  the cover and the subtle shading of  a single colour. Content
is of  a high standard throughout- a joy to read but difficult to choose favourites.

Terry Quinn (Preston)
That front cover is so cool on a hot day in Preston

David Mark Williams (Dumfries and Galloway)
Another fine issue which I feel very proud to be included in - astonished to see
I was listed on the cover; my name in lights as it were. It’s such an honour.
   And I loved Melanie Zohrabi’s painting. The muted colours are soothing but
have a luminous quality too which is hypnotic.

Christine Despardes (New York)
Orbis 179 has such a plentitude of expert, topical and stimulating works; I'm
amazed. Thanks for your stellar effort, and the community that votes and
comments creates for readers and artists.

Lines on Lines
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Daragh Bradish (Dublin, Ireland)
Trying to decide which way to cast my vote, got me thinking what a good idea
the Orbis ballot is: close readings of  so many fine poems. What an enjoyable
exercise. Finally got down to a top ten - then I started all over again.

Andrew Curtis (Reading)
I notice from the date of your email that you have been working overtime
once again. I think a previous one was sent on a bank holiday. You are obviously
an expert juggler of  time. Oh, I wish...
    As a new subscriber, I look forward to receiving each new edition and find
the poems and other content of a very high standard.

Michael Farry (Trim, Ireland)
Thank you for including my poem, Paris; sadly topical when the issue reached
me, and again as I write on June 4.
   I love the fact that Orbis reads like a real magazine/journal: lots of reviews,
competition listings, readers’ comments, editorial - and great poems and prose.

Sue Spiers (Scarborough)
Orbis 179 is a great read; thank you for including Half-Light. I was delighted to
see poems by Barbara Cumber and Helen Harvey as well as comments from
Sue Davies, a friend from a local poetry group. I always enjoy the notices
about writing opportunities, and as treasurer of  the Winchester Poetry Festival,
glad their poetry competition was mentioned because this keeps the festival,
which runs every two years, in the minds of  prospective attendees.

Jenny King (Sheffield)
Thank you for all your editorial labours. I was extremely pleased to find the
article about Lyn Cooper. My friend Leah and I, who both knew her well, as a
friend and as a poet, put together a collection of her peosm as a memorial.

Readers’ Award 179

First and foremost, Lyn Cooper, The Lesson - 1935.
What a poet! What sureness of touch and clarity of vision. Is a book of her
verse available? Funny you should say that - see above
Doreen Hinchliffe, Coaly. Very effective use of  long lines and ‘not quite
rhymes’ to convey the awkward movement of  the man on crutches.
Michael Swan, Ballade. Beautifully turned rhyme and rhythm, and a haunting
idea (possible worlds unfulfilled). Not sure about the final verse, though.
Lynne Taylor, Framed. A serene and delicate ‘still life’. The spaces between
lines are as effective as the words themselves   (Richard George)
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!. Mystic; Marilyn Donovan. So often we fail to fully share the wonderful
encountered along the road life takes us.
2. Beachcombing; Maggie Butt. I’ve come across many poems on this subject
but none so touching and so beautifully crafted.
3. Sfumato; Marti Cooper. 4. Marble; Tanya Nightingale.
Both are close contemplations on aspects of beauty   (Daragh Bradish)

In Small Town America by Zara Raab. I love this because, sadly, it perfectly
illustrates the racism/class divisions that still permeate American culture
Paris by Michael Farry. Simply, in my opinion, the most powerful poem here,
the one I kept going back to, several times, savoring the images, and the urgency.
Never Give All the Heart by Sari Pauloma. It’s the perfect encapsulated anti-
romance story with a simple, concrete ending.
Rubber Hand Trick by Sue Norton. The best visual prose poem in the whole
issue   (Marie Lecrivain)

My two favourites were Marilyn Donovan’s Mystic - a magical evocation of
place and Chime Child by Martin Reed whose distant stirrings of memory
chimed with me.
   And from Orbis 178, I also loved Ginny Sullivan’s Night in Talpiot. What a
wonderful poem!   (John McOwat)

Maggie Butt - November 1918
Doreen Hinchliffe - Coaly
Antony Johae - African Epiphany
Lavinia Kumar - A Slave Catching God’s Eye  (Li C. Tien)

Unusually, up to date with reading, so I’ve had a chance to comment and vote:
1st: Whispered the White Stork. by Audrey Molloy. A harder read than some
because of  the dense language but a second one reveals depth and beauty. The
place names remind one of  a region currently in turmoil. The bird’s call to
migrate could be read as the longing felt by those far from home.
2nd: The Lesson – 1935 by Lyn Cooper.
Direct and economical in style with a chilling ending.
3rd: A Slave Catching God’s Eye by Lavinia Kumar. Spoken from an original
point of  view: pleading; naïve; sincere. Perhaps chastening for the reader.
Joint 4th: Dreamday by Lynne Taylor. The inversion of  daydream in the title
is echoed in the verse where the empty cup is counterpointed with ‘your absence
/ will fill me to the brim.’
Droit du seigneur. Having recently seen a film where a girl of  15 is inveigled into
marriage, I could imagine a child bride as the victim in this disturbing poem.
(Antony Johae)
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Two poems stood out for me; I kept thinking about them long after turning
the pages. Beachcombing by Maggie Butt: rich, visual imagery with a jolting,
heart-wrenching last line, and Altered Ego by Charlotte Gringrass: so much
emotional detail and depth; every re-reading, I found more   (Marti Cooper)

I am usually drawn to the simplicity of  what might be termed the Bansyesque
and felt #179 contained a diversified range of  a high level of  poetic creativity.
1. Altered Ego, Charlotte Gringras  2. Dita’s Scarf, Jane McLaughlin  3. Oare
Creek, Maggie Butt, which contains the wonderfully evocative ‘Two paint-
peeled boats.....a pair of  old drunks’.  4. Coming Home to Roost, Helen Harvey.
(Charles Osborne)

1. Chime Child by Martin Reed. As soon as I read it I knew this was the one.
It’s so subtle and beautifully modulated. Flawless.
2. The Nocturnal House by Jane McLaughlin.
Precise, incisive and atmospheric; it’s a marvel.
3. Spring in Town by John McOwat. Intrigued me with its quirky charm and
deft mix of  registers, and the rhythmic and tonal qualities.
4. Dreamday by Lynne Taylor. This has a quiet power, and stays with the
reader ‘your absence/will fill me to the brim’.
   I was also taken with (and all were within sniffing distance of my top four):
Peter Ebsworth’s Marlon Brando makes his Debut on a Shopping Channel; Michael
G. Casey’s Mr Photon; Fiona Colligan-Yano’s The Sea Rabbit; Maggie Butt’s
November 1918; and Tanya Nightingale’s Marble.
  I enjoyed the feature on Lyn Cooper too; a poet who was new to me and a
fine one, judging by the work included   (David Mark Williams)

First - Marble, Tanya Nightingale: an outstanding poem.
Second - The Long Wave Broadcast, David Mark Williams
A meditation about the state of relations between father and son?
Third - Spring in Town - John McOwat, reminds me of  Blake, in its simplicity.
Fourth - A Slave Catching God’s Eye - Lavinia Kumar. Religious poems do not
work for me, but the tone of  this one does  (John Whitehouse)

Oare Creek - Maggie Butt
The Lesson - 1935 - Lyn Cooper
A Slave Catching God’s Eye - Lavinia Kumar
Richborough Cooling Towers - Marilyn Donovan
   I really enjoyed Pat Galvin’s choice of  W. B. Yeats as Past Master. Coming
across ‘The Song of  Wandering Aengus’ again, unexpectedly, was like finding a
£2 coin in a supermarket carpark   (Phil Dunkerley)
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I enjoyed Sue Norton’s Rubber Hand Trick, which probably worked best for
me; Charlotte Gringras’ Altered Ego; Lyn Cooper’s The Lesson - 1935; Marilyn
Donovan’s Mystic; Charles Osborne’s Me Cat   (Antony Mair)

1. Daragh Bradish - Extract from the Villa Journal: 1, Cheese
2. David Mark Williams - School of Little Birds
3. Audrey Molloy: Envy is a Daylily
4. Fiona Colligan-Yano - The Sea Rabbit
And that William Butler Yeats chap shows promise... (Michael Farry)

I appreciated the following for their conceits and execution:
1. Marble - Tanya Nightingale
2. Amazonis - Marie Lecrivain
3. The Sea Rabbit - Fiona Colligan-Yano
4. Droit du seigneur - Jill Boucher
5. Ballade - Michael Swan
6. November 1918 - Maggie Butt
7. Paris - Michael Farry
8. Sfumato - Marti Cooper  (Diana Carligeanu)

1.  A Slave Catching God’s Eye by Lavinia Kumar. A dignified, heart-rending
monologue, speaking directly to God: ‘to sew a hat/to surely catch your eye on
Sunday -/ to save us from our terrible days’.  A reminder of why religion was
so important to slaves: ‘in church/ I am respected woman’.
2. Paris by Michael Farry - a rare political poem about the contemporary
‘disrespect for all’ that goes straight to the heart of  our dysfunctional society,
ending with a searing last line: ‘I think the thinking has to stop.’  Each monologue
viewpoint is perfectly expressed in character.
3. Chime Child by Martin Reed - the importance of the ‘first-learned landscape
imprinted’ on the child’s mind and the power of  music to release memories
when someone has dementia, but also, most touchingly, how close this brings
the grandfather to his violin-playing grand-daughter.
4. Mystic by Marilyn Donovan - ‘framing’ of a remembered place through
the narrator’s failing ‘to find the words/to bring into her room’ for her now
dead mother.  This connects to the universal feeling of  regret about things we
should have asked or told our parents, but left too late   (Pat Farrington)

1. Beachcombing, by Maggie Butt. 2. Paris, by Michael Farry.
3. Marlon Brando makes his Debut on a Shopping Channel, by Peter Ebsworth.
4. Crane Above the Polish Cultural Centre by Felix Purat; I see the latter as a
convergence of disparate images enhancing a main point; it seems not 100%
perfect yet a masterpiece.  5. A joint fifth for the pair on page 7, Crossword
Puzzle, by Charles Jones and Whatever, by John Whitehouse
(Christine Despardes)
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1. Lavinia Kumar: A Slave Catching God’s Eye. Says so much about a slave’s
condition in such an original and concentrated way.
2. Jane McLaughlin: The Nocturnal House. Beautifully descriptive and from such
an original angle.
3. Lynne Taylor: Dream Day. Touching, with a substantial punch in the final stanza.
4. Michael Farry: Paris. Interesting, witty. An insightful take on how just one
family can come up with a variety of views   (Andrew Pollard)

1st: Tidal Turn, Clive Donovan
Joint 2nd: A Slave Catching God’s Eye, Lavinia Kumar; School of  Little Birds,
David Mark Williams; The Long Wave Broadcast, David Mark Williams
Joint 3rd: Coming Home to Roost, Helen Harvey;
Never Give All The Heart, Sari Pauloma
   Honorable Mention: Mystic, Marilyn Donovan;
The Quaggy and the Kid, Barbara Cumbers   (Gail Dendy)

I ended by placing Lavinia Kumar’s A Slave Catching God’s Eye first.  The title,
narrative development, images, all worked to make a prayer, and a person.
I liked the humour very much in Doreen Hinchcliffe’s Love Match; the punch
line made me look back to enjoy the clues (frame, love-game etc) leading to it.
And I returned to Quake by Lee Nash after the last line kept haunting me.
The Man Who Died In His Own Porch by Martin Reed was such a good narrative,
and I liked the rhyme scheme   (Martha Street)

1  Maggie Butt, Beachcombing -  made me cry
2  David Mark Williams, School of Little Birds - wonderfully surreal
3  Martin Reed, Chime Child - beautifully crafted,
4  Lyn Cooper, The Lesson-1935, great last stanza
   I also enjoyed Fiona Colligan-Yano, The Sea Rabbit - vivid description and
Lynne Taylor, Framed - spare, strong writing. The prose pieces gave a change
of  pace, and the magazine was a joy to read. Thank you   (Jenna Plewes)

After selecting about 20 as being of special interest to me, down to four:
I loved Marilyn Donovan’s work, but Mystic was my favourite for the structure
and the lyrical feel, the vivid details and the narrative movement drawing me
in. A true sense of place; I now feel I have also visited.
Second is Maggie Butt’s Beachcombing, the little girl’s lovingly detailed ‘treasure’
metamorphosing into much more sinister and tragic ‘junk’. The last three lines
are almost unbearably powerful.
Charlotte Gringras’ Altered Ego with its telling look at anorexia, from the
sufferer’s point of  view, exposes the harsh realities. I felt the short lines at the
end of  each stanza gave a variation of  pace and emphasis at key moments.
Lastly, Lyn Cooper’s April Again. Beautiful and evocative, hinting at so much
beyond the words on the page   (Anne Banks)
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Pleased to see David Mark Williams in Orbis 179   (A. C. Clarke)

I particularly liked Charlotte Gringras’ Altered Ego and Zara Raab’s In Small
Town America. Both spoke to me of  something real and built on my
understanding. And one line I really liked was ‘pulling a thread through the web
of  darkness’ from Jane McLaughlin’s Dita’s Scarf   (Mike Alderson)

November 1918 - Maggie Butt
Richborough Cooling Towers - Marilyn Donovan
The Long Wave Broadcast - David Mark Williams
Chime Child - Martin Reed   (Richard Williams)

1) A Slave Catching God’s Eye by Lavinia Kumar - created an interesting and
poignant poetic voice. I loved its imagery and surrealism, as well as the way it
seemed to travel from close-up to panoramic view so effortlessly.
2) Sfumato by Marti Cooper - an intriguing perspective on a well-known figure,
beautifully captured.
3) Mystic by Marilyn Donovan - vivid and elaborate; felt like an evocative
tribute to place and person.
4) The Long Wave Broadcast by David Mark Williams - an intriguing retelling;
both playful and poignant   (Nicky Winder)

1. Marilyn Donovan, Mystic for its precision of  language and form, visual
vividness (long flares of marsh) and the subtle way of weaving grief, memory
and landscape throughout.
2. Doreen Hinchliffe, Coaly: a powerful portrait of decline and resistance,
long lines and half-rhymes giving it a muscular strength.
3. and 4. Two poems on opposite pages: 3. Peter Ebsworth, Marlon Brando
makes his Debut on a Shopping Channel and 4. Michael G. Casey, Mr Photon.
They make a nice diptych. Both take an original and rather quirky view of a
subject and move it on to a wider and compelling plane. I admired all these for
the way they sustain specific tone and language throughout   (Jane McLaughlin)

1. Michael G. Casey: Mr Photon. What a delight to find this towards the end
of the magazine. An amusing, thought-provoking, poignant piece of science-
fiction, liberally flavoured with science fact. I love the hint at the music of the
spheres: lines 5 -9. I can just hear the Mayor’s ‘garlands of  platitudes’. And the
three lines from ‘He reminds...’ to ‘...just died send shivers through me.
2. Marilyn Donovan: Richborough Cooling Towers. I’d never have thought of
them as beautiful, but this has convinced me. Their vase-like construction
floating on strokable, delicate ‘lacework frets’ interact with Nature: the sky, the
falcon, lizards and toads, making them much more than out-dated concrete
structures.
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3. Martin Reed: Chime Child. Appeals to me because I remember as a child
playing the piano to my appreciative grandfather. It takes us gently into the
mind and memories unlocked by the music, handling with delicacy the fleeting
quality of memory: ‘a land I’m almost sure I know’.
4. Tanya Nightingale: Marble. I like the way this progresses from the
description of  a quarry and its workers on a very wet day. Then its placed in
the natural surroundings, with named trees, birds and animals, and on to the
beauty of  the marble, and the respect and love for it. In this way, the poem
flows effortlessly from the practical to the emotional   (Helen Ashley)

Another terrific Orbis. Love the Barbara Cumbers’ poem; reminded me of
tadpole-ing, and its partner, Dreamday; speaks to my current age and losses .
But Doreen Hinchliffe is the winner, because this reminds me of  Ted Hughes;
language and topic.
1. Coaly, Doreen Hinchliffe
2. The Quaggy and the Kid, Barbara Cumbers
3. Dreamday, Lynne Taylor
4. Half-Light at Scarborough, Sue Spiers
   I’m looking forward to the movie version of Come Home, Robbie, (Michael
G. Casey): a late boost for DeNiro’s and Streep’s careers...   (Brian Daldorph)

Commended poems: Mr Photon by Michael G. Casey; The Man Who Died In
His Own Porch by Martin Reed; Love Match by Doreen Hinchliffe; In Small
Town America by Zara Raab; Whispered the White Stork by Audrey Molloy;
Revolutionary circle by Antony Johae; November 1918 by Maggie Butt.
4th place               A Slave catching God’s Eye by Lavinia Kumar
3rd place               Dita’s Scarf by Jane McLaughlin
2nd place               Dreamday by Lynne Taylor
1st place                Paris by Michael Farry   (Dave Troman)

It really isn’t fair that there are poets who can write as well as Maggie Butt -
she is a real find... 1. Beachcombing. The photo beamed around the world of  the
dead migrant boy face down in the water - this poem nails that awful truth.
The last three lines are very powerful, especially the last four words - ‘driftwood,
jetsam, migrant, junk’.
2. Michael G. Casey. I agree - Mr. Photon is more inclined to rudeness than
human civility. But maybe he could have taught us something, if  he hadn’t
slowly faded away...
3. Lavinia Kumar. A Slave Catching God’s Eye. Having grown up in a family
where all the women had to cover their heads in church out of ‘respect’, I love
especially the slave sewing a hat ‘to surely catch your (God’s) eye on Sunday’.
4. Lyn Cooper. The Lesson - 1935. It’s those moments which matter in poetry,
here, the chill of  the lines to describe the German boys ‘we laugh a bit/at their
funny salute’   (Mark Behan)
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The best thing of  all here was Letter to Meryl – the Sequel by Michael G. Casey.
I giggled all the way through. Brilliantly witty. Of  the poems, I particularly like:
Jane McLoughlin’s Dita’s Scarf and Lyn Cooper’s The Lesson - 1935. Both
are very plain: the best way, perhaps, to deal with such a subject as the Holocaust.
The latter indicates in the last two verses the horror to come, done in a delicate
way ...their funny salute.../Esther Jacobson doesn’t laugh...
   I was also struck by Lavinia Kumar’s A Slave Catching God’s Eye, which is
so moving. The woman’s faith, weariness and profound sadness are strongly
conveyed. Sue Spiers’ Half-Light at Scarborough is a beautiful description of a
grey day and a tossing sea: ‘...a dozen shades of unruly silt/agitating the
headland’.  The lurking unease then focuses on disease, introduced by the
slightly stuttering repetition: ‘The thing is, the thing is unusual...’
First, second and third (difficult to do):  A Slave Catching God’s Eye;
The Lesson, 1935, Half-Light at Scarborough   (Vuyelwa Carlin)

Lots to like in Orbis #179, but I absolutely loved the freshness of Marilyn
Donovan’s Mystic (1st) closely followed by David Mark William’s The Long
Wave Broadcast (2nd) and Zara Raab’s In Small Town America (3rd). And I was
thrilled to realise that the latter two poets had gracious things to say about my
own poem(s) in #178  too.
    I also loved the endings of  both of  Lynne Taylor’s poems and Barbara
Cumbers’ The Quaggy and the Kid: ‘...you were the fast-flowing one/eager for
larger waters/for getting somewhere else/the child-river too small’. Finally, I
thought Li C. Tien’s Moon Heart, Peter Ebsworth’s Marlon Brando makes his
Debut on a Shopping Channel and Michael G. Casey’s Letter to Meryl - The Sequel
all had a bizarre brilliance. Many thanks - I look forward to the next instalment
(Sarah Sibley)

1. Love Match by Doreen Hinchcliffe. Such a clever poem. I don’t know how
many times I read it before realising the narrator was a tennis racket.
2) Ismenius Lacus by Marie Lecrivain
3) November 1918 by Maggie Butt
4) Letter to Meryl - The Sequel by Michael G Casey   (Joyce Walker)

Hard to choose but 1st is Lynn Taylor’s Dreamday - I spend a lot of  time in
coffee shops. I really like this; the way she sets the mood.
2. Audrey Molloy’s Envy is a Daylily about lost love, beautifully told.
3 Michael Farry’s Paris is a wonderful piece that,  true to Yeats, in condemning
the Paris massacre, quarrels with the West’s dereliction of  its values.
4 I like Nick Carding’s From here, its philosophical approach to life and death
(Arthur Broomfield)
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I really liked Lynne Taylor’s Dreamday, its imagination and mystery
(Pat Galvin)

Charlotte Gringras, Altered Ego. An effective and harrowing account of  a
tragic problem. I also loved her story, Jay Bee and Crew, with its neat twist.
Martin Reed, The Man who Died in his own Porch. A moving tale of the
vulnerability of people who are alone in the world.
Doreen Hinchliffe, Love Match. Another tale with a neat twist. I also liked
Coaly, about the industrial hazards many workers faced in the past, and still do.
Peter Ebsworth, Marlon Brando makes his Debut on a Shopping Channel. Original,
and well done, with dry humour.
Marilyn Donovan, Richborough Cooling Towers. Says so well what went through
my head when the cooling towers went in Sheffield   (Vince Smith)

Lyn Cooper, The Lesson - 1935. Cries out to be anthologized alongside Lotte
Kramer’s A New Subject, a poem of  which Lyn Cooper was presumably aware.
Michael Farry, Paris. Zara Raab, In Small Town America
Barbara Cumbers, The Quaggy and the Kid. My curiosity was stirred by slight
memories of  the Quaggy in the 1960s, although nothing like the exploration
she describes.   (Aidan Baker)

Orbis 179 is so finely put together and has many wonderful poems - the good
thing is that I’ve had to read the journal from cover to cover several times.
1st: Dita’s Scarf by Jane McLaughlin. I thought from the first it might get my
number one vote, although it was just the third I’d read. Finally, I found it
remained at the top of my list. The chosen detail is exquisite, and the world
around the scarf  in time and place is introduced so deftly. Heartbreaking and
beautiful at the same time.
2nd: November 1918 by Maggie Butt. It was very hard to choose between this
and Beachcombing, but in the end this one gave me more poetry and structure –
she has an amazing eye and voice.
3rd: The Lesson – 1935 by Lyn Cooper. I love this understated poem, with
sounds that could be menacing, yet aren’t, and the clash between the
lightheartedness of  the events and Esther’s reaction.
4th: Beachcombing by Maggie Butt. Powerful and shocking; so well told, the
details so well chosen, and the final line so deeply damning and stark.
   I also really enjoyed and took a great deal of notice of many others:
Fiona Colligan-Yano, Marti Cooper, Marilyn Donovan, Peter
Ebsworth, Michael Farry, Antony Johae and Sue Spiers.
   And I adored Michael G. Casey’s Letter to Meryl - The Sequel; I well
remember the original story   (Ginny Sullivan)

Galaxies and Planets Immersed
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I enjoyed Marie Lecrivain’s poems, Amazonis and Ismenius Lacus; each had a
powerful presence and some element of  mystery. And both of  Lyn Cooper’s
were perfectly clear; a strong voice from the past, particularly in The Lesson -
1935. Marilyn Donovan’s Mystic had a more playful inventiveness, while
Charles Osborne’s Me Cat made me smile. Finally, I’ll mention Doreen
Hinchcliffe’s Coaly for its sympathy and precise observation (David Ball)

Here are my votes for Orbis 179 - it was hard to choose 4 from my shortlist of
7. But I feel these all have that extra something which marks them out as
different.
1. A Slave Catching God’s Eye. Lavinia Kumar
2. November 1918. Maggie Butt
3. School of Little Birds David Mark Williams
4. Coming Home to Roost  Helen Harvey
   Others I considered were Altered Ego, Charlotte Gringrass ( but I did wonder
If  it could have been given a more arresting title) Me Cat,  Charles Osborne.
The man who died in his own porch, Martin Reed   (Rosa Thomas)

There were such a lot of very good poems this time that I shall just give the
names of my favourites without putting them in order although I found Lavinia
Kumar’s A Slave Catching God’s Eye very moving and David Mark Williams’s
School of  Little Birds inventive and funny. Others I liked were Tanya
Nightengales’s Marble, a Terza Rima which manages to sound modern, and
the two poems by Lyn Cooper   (Frances Sackett)

My votes for the Readers’ Awards for issue 179 (another great read) go to:
Sue Norton, Rubber Hand Trick
Lyn Cooper, The Lesson – 1935
Barbara Cumbers, The Quaggy and the Kid
Michael G Casey, Mr Photon   (Ann Gibson)

I enjoyed this issue from the beginning, opening with ‘The silver apples of the
moon,/ The golden apples of  the sun’, Yeats’ Song of  Wandering Aengus. I imagine
‘things happened’ to Yeats that led to the writing of  this poem, for--per your
introductory remarks--it is authentic, yet how magically and magnificently Yeats
has transformed his original "material," the stuff  of  his life and life’s blood.
Here are some of my favorites: 1.  Lavinia Kumar’s A Slave Catching God's
Eye. How right to follow “Wandering Aengus” with this; they seem to mirror
one another: the wanderer with his hazel wand; the slave woman with her
feathered hat. She’s not a fancy woman, but a woman praying to God, a woman
for whom the feather is a supplicating gesture toward Him to hear her prayer.
2. Yeats’ "golden apples" are revisited when Anthony Johae writes a sweet
prose poem from Ain Aar, Lebanon, African Epiphany, using the simplest
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language to bring to life a woman who "paced the rusty earth then put her
golden baby down laughing in the dust." No slaves here, but--
‘Her girl came too, bare-footed and leg slim, cloth clinging to a budding body,
her face as free as a sea-bird’.
3. Like Adam and Eve in Eden, Jane McLaughlin names the animals of  The
Nocturnal House --the "Skinks and geckos, Spinifex  Hopping Mice," not to
mention the "Thorny Devil, / the Sand Swimmers and the Bilbies" No idea
what these are, but already I tremble. And I recognize the snake’s timeless
"obsidian eye," their "speckled and banded skins."
4. Well outside of  Eden, we hear again news of  a holocaust that never fails to
shock, alluded to with stark simplicity in Lyn Cooper’s The Lesson - 1935. The
brevity of  Cooper’s two and three-beat lines juxtaposes brilliantly with the
magnitude of  human cruelty recalled, the words telling how, when German
Third Reich soldiers with their “funny salute" visit the classroom, the student
aren’t sorry to be interrupted, except

Sitting next to me,
Esther Jacobson doesn't laugh.
She says she must be
starting a cold.

5. Two final poems: first, Marilyn Donovan’s Mystic with its memories of
Connecticut, sadly "too late" for the poet’s mother to hear. Mystic is an old
New England seaport, now a town of  about 5,000. I was charmed by this
piece, for its nostalgia, both for the mother (whom the poet neglected to tell)
and for the town, and also because (a) Donovan describes the town’s draw
bridge as a "bascule bridge"-- so much the richer, more precise phrase than
"draw bridge" and (b) there’s a Mystic River near me in Massachusetts; the
name’s from the Algonquian word muhs-uhtuq meaning "big river."
  And lastly (it shall go unnumbered) my own poem In Small Town America; so
pleased to find it in this issue  (Zara Raab)

Three striking poems which proved immediately and lastingly disconcerting:
Droit du seigneur by Jill Boucher
A Taste Of  The West by Tanya Nightingale
Beachcoming by Maggie Butt
And one delightful tailpiece: Mr Photon by Michael G.Casey   (Alec Taylor)
1) Marlon Brando makes his Debut on a Shopping Channel by Peter Ebsworth
2} Mr Photon by Michael G. Casey
3) The Long Wave Broadcast by David M. Williams (Terry Quinn)

A very interesting issue - difficult to make a choice, but first place is Maggie
Butt’s poignant Beachcombing.  Second, Michael Swan’s excellent Ballade, and
third, David Mark Williams’ witty School of  Little Birds   (Joan Sheridan Smith)
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Orbis 179 was particularly strong, I feel. And when I read Maggie Butt’s Oare
Creek, it had an uncanny effect as I thought it reflected, or was similar, in
feeling and even some of the language, to an unpublished poem I wrote years
ago, although the shore was in North Kent. It will be published in my collection,
due out later this year from Indigo Dreams  (Chris Hardy)

I’m voting for Ballade by Michael Swan   (Charlotte Gringras)

The poems I chose were those I wanted to read again and again, where the full
force emerged only in the second or third reading.
David Mark Williams, The Long Wave Broadcast because it leaves space for
the reader to make connections through the beautifully narrated experience.
Fiona Colligan-Yano, The Sea Rabbit for its spare beauty, and again, the way
the experience is captured in narrative.
Maggie Butt for Oare Creek which gently releases its meaning through four
stanzas of close description.
   I also enjoyed Barbara Cumbers, The Quaggy and the Kid and Marilyn
Donovan’s Richborough Cooling Towers, both rooted in place and memory. The
latter appealed partly because I live near Didcot Power Station which is also
being demolished, and I loved the way she made the link here with our need
for landmarks and a sense of  belonging   (Veronica Beedham)

1. Beachcombing, by Maggie Butt. A poignant poem, which juxtaposes the joyful
innocence of childhood against the plight of migrant children and the horrifying
last journeys which some have to undertake in their search for a safe place in
which to live. A very moving and important piece of  writing.
2. Dreamday, by Lynne Taylor.  Such an intense feel; you can almost smell the
coffee and experience the underlying passion and tension between the two
people. The last stanza is so touching.
3. Coming Home to Roost, by Helen Harvey. I love how the wronged woman
takes charge and becomes, crow at the very end. Men, you have been warned!
4. Ballade, by Michael Swan. Makes me wonder how many books I'll never
read   (Claire Louise Hunt)

I should like to nominate Maggie Butt’s Beachcombing  for the Readers’ Award
(Andrew Curtis)

Equal 2nd: Peter Ebsworth’s Marlon Brando makes his Debut on a Shopping
Channel, for its cheeky bravado; Charles Osborne’s Me Cat, for its likeable
verve; and Maggie Butt’s thought-provoking November 1918.
   1st place - Philip Dunkerley’s wonderful translation Twin Souls   (Neil Reeder)
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FEATURED POET

Kevin Casey
(Dover-Foxcroft, Maine   USA)

A New Confectionery

Perforated candy boxes torn topless,
red, green and yellow, displayed on angled shelves;
even ranks and rows sugaring the aisle  air
between the canned goods and cleaning supplies.

My fifty cents misplaced, I left,
halfway across the parking lot empty-handed
before another boy ran toward me
from the store: The man at the register said
he thought you’d taken something--what’d you steal?

Frozen on the blacktop, heat rising
to my face, I finally turned away
from the store, and the boy’s admiring smile.
A fresh exile left to make his way home

through the woods, contemplating
this new confectionery; the sour taste
of grown-up anger and indignation.
And infamy, surprisingly sweet.

Unfaltering...In Dark Emphasis
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Kevin Casey
(Dover-Foxcroft, Maine   USA)

Promises

Two boys attack an apple tree in April,
swinging badminton racquets; clubs of olive
aimed at the blossom-headed hydra.

Disappointed when no warriors spring
in challenge from the pink and cream petals
littering the lawn like dragon’s teeth,

these would-be Hercules will never know
all the tragedies we plant--the promises
left unfulfilled; branches never weighed
with fruit, October’s ruined harvest.
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Kevin Casey
(Dover-Foxcroft, Maine   USA)

Darning the Sky

Early Spring sky, empty
but for the scalloped hem of clouds
lining the horizon’s selvedge.

The clean bolt of azure
compels you to read the flight
of birds in this austere

tapestry: a grackle chasing
a crow, a small form sewing
and looping against a frayed,

black rent, darning the sky
in stitches indignant, persistent.
Late last week, you’d said

no one fixes anything anymore,
a woman who’d spent a life
mending and patching--

a hole to close, to pin and tack,
a tear to trim and seal.
Your needle resting in its cushion,

notions now laid aside, who
will fly along the sky’s bias
to drive the crows away?

Notions: North American term for items used in sewing: needles, thimbles etc
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Pat Farrington
(Shepherds Hill, London)

Outwitting Baba Yaga

Sometimes I’m the youngest son
walking off into the sunrise, provisions on a stick.
Other times, I’m Hansel, quicksilver boy
laying trails of  crumbs; foam on waves.
Or I’m the little mermaid walking
on knives as the price of desire.
But I don’t want to be Jack who kills the Giant,
though I would like to steal his magic beans.
Right now, I’m a young Russian girl
being chased by the witch, Baba Yaga,
with her bony fingers, grinding her teeth
until they break.

Her house-on-chicken-legs
careers after me, nearer and nearer.
I throw my comb down to the ground.
It sprouts into an army of  spiky trees
but Baba Yaga destroys them all.
Then I throw my handkerchief down:
Shimmering out into a lake, it stops the witch
 in her tracks because she’s afraid;
afraid, only of  water.
I escape,
into another day.

Debut collection, Imperatives, Lapwing Press: £10;
also publishers of second pamphlet, Lifespun, due out later this year
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Elizabeth Barton
(Cobham, Surrey)

The Dragon

drinks from a dark and oily well,
gobbling meadows, heaths,
toppling trees with a slash of its tail.
Never sleeps: day and night

guards its glittering heap
of groats and nobles; croziers,
caskets, brooches, rings encrusted
with emeralds, amethysts.

It’s terrorised this land
for so long now, we ignore its roar
clawing our brains; the trail
of  paws and pelts and broken wings.

If we could rise
above the smog of our smutted,
cluttered lives, we’d recognise its limbs
coiling around our towns, our homes,

its burning breath and brimstone eyes.
But we’ve forgotten how to fly,
nestling deep in the pit
of  its leathery wing.
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Elizabeth Barton
(Cobham, Surrey)

Song of a Suburb

Shrieks of  parakeets, the jagged cries
of jackdaws on the chimney pots shatter
drowsy streets. The air swings to the beat

of  a pigeon’s wings, a magpie’s rattle.
A car shoots by. Drum roll in the sky
as two planes growl in unison. Clash

of cymbals as the pigeon crash-lands
in a tree. Horns curse in the distance.
Antiphony of  a siren’s wail. A plane

gasps a descending scale, morendo.
The brief  sweetness of  a child’s piping
gagged by a helicopter shuddering.

I hear no violins, no flute, no harp,
only the roar of timpani and brass
and I wonder who stole the silence –

the volume fades but there’s no pause,
no resolution. Always the thunder
of  the motorway; echoes of  war.
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Natalie Scott
(Ingleby Barwick, Stockton-on-Tees)

The Bus

She’s been wheeled into place
at the table. Her name’s on the chair.
She’s prone to fits of  irritability
and violence if she feels trapped
or betrayed. Or both. Like now:
in her mind she’s on a bus
with strangers, but they know her name.
She wants the regulars back
or she’ll get off  at the next stop.
I’m on board with her
and don’t know where I’m headed either.
She’s crying and I want to help her get off
but she must stay seated.
I offer her a Rossetti poem.

She holds it like a looking glass
and reads to herself, feeling the words
as they unravel on her tongue.
That’s very good she says, with a twinkle,
looking at me for the first time.
Something on my face catches her eye
and her hand moves towards it
so gently; slowly, trembling.
I feel as if  time is melting.
A strand of hair brightened by the sun.
She wants to touch it. I let her.
She sees through me. I’m no longer
a stranger but a regular on this route.
And we’re both happy with where it’s going.

Reviews
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Laura Potts
(Wakefield, West Yorkshire)

Jarrow Doll

These penitent nights, chapel-black
where the terrace turns its back to the hills,
after the wild white fists and the fight,
the blood-bite-kiss and the mist of the morning
over the dock, in the glowering grey
like a sentinel fox I slip in the dawn

on beyond the wharfside-wetland-headland
away. Behind, my wound-tight sweat-damp
night, and a lover whose name I never quite know.
Oh dockland dim and fog on the moor,
the wind at the water-bridge stops
at my corner-whore feet as I turn from that
frostshard street and home, a lone lamp

dim in the last laugh of night.
My Tyne-light mirrors me Madonna gone shy:
I, who split the spine of hills with my stride,
the mariner’s wife who watched from the shore
the ship ten years too lost. Now, the frost
of my widowhood workhouse-dark, my skull
holding eyes like cradles carved

with a terminal hand, and then when
the river moves the moon through the land
and I hold something crèche in my canyon
again, to rinse off the men from my skin
I remember. Before the bairns get in, I am
a heavy, bleeding gender. Your medal tender
glows on from the hearth, man of my heart,
seaman my own. Know only this:
though the field sheds its coat to the wind
your infants are clothed in the sweet, sweet
spring of youth, a matriarch lighthouse
guiding them home.
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Linda Benninghoff
(Huntington, New York)

I am collecting my dreams
like water
in buckets. They fill me up at night.
Last time, I dreamt
of  a strange warm biting dog

which I could not subdue or heal;
it wished only to have squirrels for friends.

But gentleness showed when she could not harm a bird.
who longed to sit in her mother’s lap but could not.

Election Night

Once in a while, I look up at the Heavens:
the spoiled hunter Orion, because he took
too many lives; the twins, to whom I am beholden
having once found my almost twin image.
I think backwards, before the election,
when I still could be fond of myself.
Then, the warm bear, the mother,
who gave so many years to save her wise son
and daughter. I think God's love still covers
the firmaments, although on election day,
we seemed to think only backwards,
in love only with ourselves. 
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Sarah Barnsley
(Hove)

We have made a number of  key appointments

So, it’s agreed: you’re to go round licking toilet seats.
The Area Manager has done the rota, set the targets.
This week you’re on public toilets, West Sussex.
Can you lick twenty in Worthing, fifteen in Chichester?

Any chance your tongue might stretch to Hampshire?
Portsmouth Harbour is understaffed; it would be good
experience. You can manage your own diary: lick seats
Monday to Friday, or lick all thirty-five on a Tuesday

morning if you want, though you have to take into
account the A27 on a weekday. Don’t forget:
most councils operate a summer and winter timetable
and some facilities are closed at Christmas and New Year.

It’s advisable to take a stash of  20ps: you can claim
these back as expenses.  The goal is to lick toilet seats
whenever the opportunity arises, not to pick and choose:
lick ’em in McDonald’s, lick ’em in John Lewis.

Ignore the Cleaning Supervisor’s log by the entrance;
look at that and you’re getting into checking again,
and besides, it’s unreliable evidence; we all know
that ‘9ams’ are initialled and ticked off at 8.

Don’t loiter beforehand; that’s looking for trouble.
You cannot tell how clean a toilet seat is by looking
at who just left the cubicle, if they have piercings
or plasters, how well they wash their hands, and

don’t walk the length of the place prodding saloon doors
like you’re inspecting a defrosted chicken; you’ve got to
make a decision and stick to it, cut down on all the time
spent planning and reviewing and get on with your day.

The Area Manager will be available by phone or Skype
if  you need any help, and yes she’s done it herself, lots
of  times, although she draws a line at kitchen counters.
This is a permanent position with an immediate start.
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Andrew Curtis
(Reading)

Ephemeroptera

As a child, she was a natural:
long days spent swimming
in the shallows; fast and skilful,
in her dull costume.

Throwing off the shucks of childhood,
she abandoned swimming
and took to flying,  brown togs discarded
for a bright, new, slinky look.

Virginity was transitory.
Down by the stream, they swarmed
around her, large eyed and licentious,
jostling for prime position.

Afterwards, she fell to the water,
the life in her scattered across the riverbed,
her broken body borne away
on the shoulders of the current.
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Val Pargeter
(Tonbridge, Kent)

Savour the Fish

He bears away on his Dad’s boat
waves spreading behind
in a spindrift of churning spume.

They say he should cry.
They say he should talk.
Fit in a box marked grief.

He stills the engine
waiting for the quiet of the ocean

a castaway
     at seventeen

he holds his Dad’s fishing rod
whips the line adrift
watches it float

   in the hush
        of the sea

feels the wrench in his body
as scales convulse and twist
in a confusion

 of waves
    and sky.

They say he should cry.
They say he should talk.
Fit in a box marked grief.

He would collect firewood,
whilst his Dad sliced the catch
from fin to tail, scraped out innards
exposed

  raw skin
    and bone
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they would sit together in silence
watching the flames flicker –
savour the fish
as it slowly

     turns
   to gold.

The sway of the boat
colludes with his silence –
salt washes his open wound.

Paul Protheroe
(Oldham, Greater Manchester)

The Month After

The month after she died, you found somebody new.
Once we departed to our paused lives back home,
you felt the house’s empty space. Her chair.
How could we understand? How could you?
Setting at odds who was allowed to know. Rows
you stepped back from resonating even now.
Undoing the last years to justify yourself:
how you’d drifted apart. The helpless overselling:
‘She even looks like your Mum.’
Would we rather you be alone? Our best faces worn,
holding the past intact, we reached out.
You, happy. Besotted. And so we carried on.
Things settled. Trips and holidays kept you busy.
Gave us less to worry about;
gave us space to catch up, for a few years,
Until, what seemed perfect, didn’t fit as well.
Grew unreasonable. You were absorbed

by endless drama; losing yourself,
desperate to reclaim those early, easy days.
Not wanting to take the final break,
venture out there again, not knowing what you’ll get.
Instead, holding onto diminished returns.

Is this what must survive? Leaving you
not wanting to be alone?
Like that first month after.
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Sue Davies
(Fareham, Hampshire)

The Strawberry Thieves

Supper table set, she watches him chop
tomatoes, pips spawning off the blade.

She senses the ending and leads him
to belly along the straw bedded fields,

lift leaves to pale opals, their seeds tumescent,
amber as the ring around a black-bird's eye.

Breathing in the distilled scents
of wild flowers, they lower their heads, closing lips

on the strawberries, heavy and ripe, nip
stalks, crushing the little hearts to burst

their sweetness on the tongue.
Then the look-out boy waves his arms

and hollers in protest. They rise,
brush themselves down, turn their backs on him.

Storm clouds banking over the spruce and lime;
they shiver in the evening rain needling

through the sky-light. At the table, she sits
facing an empty plate with grey hairline cracks;

breaks bread, sips wine. He watches
her mouth, awaiting her Adieu, Auf wiedersehn.
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Sue Davies
(Fareham, Hampshire)

Solitary

On the sill, the obdurate woodblock calendar,
the day vanishing; a pink sea-urchin shell
beside a picture postcard: Henri Matisse,
Lithographie sur le thème ‘La Pampadour’.
Beyond, lights in distant houses unfaltering
in the sycamore’s dark emphasis. What thoughts
I have of you tonight ... translations, dreams,
letters, only your words to go by. Merchandise hidden
in books; familiar histories; a multitude of  rooms.
Your room... I don’t know; shuttered, fastened
against the mistral, la mange-fange. The light
under your door says you are home.
for the night courier; for a mouse slipping out to grass.

Tom Moody
(Ovington, Northumdberland)

Drawn

Sunrise blazes through mist.
From the cliff, the light
suffuses sea and sky;
I am dazzled.

There is no horizon,
no reference point;
boats hovering far out,
cobles fishing in bright air,
share space with gulls.

Warm rays on my face,
inviting me to walk there.
Kittiwakes chorus
come when we call,
come when we call.
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Tom Moody
(Ovington, Northumdberland)

The Burner

I hunker down and watch, squatting outside the breaker’s yard. The midday
shadows are summer-stark. A giant stands on a pile of rusted steel. His back
is bare, shining with sweat, bronze as the gong-man at The Roxy. He holds a
pair of  bright brass tubes. At the end, a lazy, yellow flame floats, trailing a
sigil of  brown smoke in the air. Twin blue and red hoses snake away from
his feet. A hiss, and the slow flame quickens to a sapphire blade. He brings it
down like an axeman’s stroke. A firework-spray showers beneath the metal
plate he is standing on. He draws the flame towards him and cuts a wavering
line. Spluttering iron bubbles like bright foam, dripping and spitting sparks
into the dull-red dust lying all around. Blue smoke swirls, tainting my tongue
with the taste of  old coins. The plate parts and falls with a clang. He turns to
face me. His eyes are black sockets in a skull.

K. V. Skene
(Toronto, Canada)

Matricide

No, no, no, no,
It is too late for anger,
Nothing prevails
But pity for the grief they cannot feel.
                                                (Stephen Spender)

Spoilt children, so careless of death
we let our mother smother
from behind pale walls, pleated curtains.
Doorcrashers, footscuffers, head-
thumpers we played out
the lullaby in her piano.
Children who don’t love
hard enough murder
their mother – she had to go.
No, no, no, no.
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When her eyes spun blue emptiness
we grabbed soft bodyparts
(hands, breast, thigh, bellyfull
of the one that killed her)
but could not keep her close enough.
Now they don’t remember.
He let go too easily,
she saw too little to belong.
We cannot comfort each other.
It is too late for anger.
 
But I have not forgotten,
will never forget. I hoard things: 
her ring on my finger, the tablecloth
I watched her crochet … If, if
I had watched out, listened in, loved
more than enough – surrendered to blackmail.
(A brother’s life the price of  collusion?
I would have paid.)
Ultimately every god’s for sale –
nothing prevails.
 
We are lost (goddamned children)
and cannot (can never) enter
the corridors my wide eyes open –
we did not take care enough,
they  have not mourned enough – no excuse
in childish innocence, no appeal
for immaturity (they’re still not crying
tears enough). I give away nothing
(have nothing they can steal)
but pity for the grief they cannot feel.
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Pavle Radonic
(Geylang Serai, Singapore)

LOVES HIGH AND LOW

Wives and Devotions

The library attendant divorced by the Hadrami madu trader Mr. Syed was
off  to a free class upstairs on the corner with a friend in tow. The ustad
there ministered without commercial motive, only a token of
appreciation made at end of  class. A good guy. Every Sunday they came
over for him. Once a week was not enough either, the friend declared.
But then they could study further in their own time, the Hadith and the
commentaries. Right? (One did know how to conduct these
conversations after almost six years.) Oh yes, indeed. Yes. To be sure....
The social outing and sisterhood was worth something however. (A wild
guess would be that the friend was a divorcée herself; nothing of
widowhood hanging about her.). The separation from Mr. Syed had
passed with little pain two years ago. I don’t care. Let him go his way—
something like conveyed up in the stacks at the library at the time. For a
term, the pair had remained friends, taking lunch together at Geylang
Serai. The Ex continuing to assist with the honey trade.
   On his side, Mr. Syed, still full of  beans, the flame quite unquenched.
(Gatal; itching, the Malays term that restless keenness.). There had been
a bevy of  replacement candidates for Mr. Syed’s choosing. Photographs
frankly displayed. As one would expect for an Arab, all veiled, demure
and devout ladies caught in various shopping malls next to posters, floral
arrangements and shiny escalators. The prevailing frumpiness was
surprising for an old lad like cheeky Mr. S., bright-eyed player that he
was. One of  the candidates, a Malay from Johor, clearly stood out, head
and shoulders above the others. Divorcée. Some of  the women were
widows, but most were divorcées, like Mr. Syed. Twenty-five plus years
age difference in the case of  the Johorian gave Mr. S. pause. That
needed to be weighed, judiciously and realistically. In the end, sense had
triumphed, the Kuala Lumpur option winning out. Understandably. One
was asking for trouble otherwise, Mr. Syed well knew. A good marriage;
all in order, Mr. S. reported back. Nonetheless, the messaging with Johor
had continued. Mr. Syed had shown a draft poem that was giving him
bother. The woman had written in poetic terms herself  about deep-felt
disappointment. Mr. Syed had shown that mail too proudly.
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   Conforming to the regular plot, the correspondence was discovered.
Snooping got the new wife what she deserved. Mr. S. did not mince
matters: his heart was divided. How could the pair continue in the nicely
regulated way they had quickly established if  Mr. Syed was unhappy?
The wife should understand. All was provided for the woman; nothing
lacking. Good money from the honey. (Mr. S. had made his case to her
with perfect frankness.). The woman in the picture on Mr. Syed’s phone
appeared years younger than fifty. With the absence in Johor Bahru,
further developments were unknown as yet. One day soon, Mr. S. would
show with his cart of  jars. Did the library-attendant Ex know of  this
pretty pass? Like a Jane Austen novel with the new parish vicar, the
women here in Geylang Serai often develop serious crushes on the more
charming ustads delivering the knowledge about the Prophet, the
hardship of  Islam’s foundation years; the subsequent rapid success and
glory, and the troubles, perversions and misunderstandings. The current
horrors throughout the Middle East. All of these community leaders
were carefully vetted and monitored by the authorities of course. One
heard glowing reports. Photographs were commonly displayed; honeyed
voices reported. Deep learning, tender compassion and humility
particularly impressed.
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Edited by Noel Williams

Publishers N.B. Press release preferred in the first instance: noelwilliams@blueyonder.co.uk

Reviews by Clairr O’Connor, Angelina d’Roza,
Philip Dunkerley, David Harmer, D. A. Prince,
Andrew Taylor, David Troman and Noel Williams

ELSEWHERE : REVIEW BY NOEL WILLIAMS

Someone Else’s Street by Robbie Burton, 28pp, £5, HappenStance Press,
21 Hatton Green, Glenrothes, Fife, Ky7 4SD www.happenstancepress.com

Luncheon meat and marmalade sandwiches are decidedly odd, but also delicious.
I wonder if  Robbie Burton likes them? For the poems here (forgive me, Robbie)
are deliciously odd, too.
   Running through her pamphlet is a sense of slight dislocation; almost
alienation. Although not trespassing in fairyland or transported to an alien
planet, we are wandering in somebody else’s space, a slightly bemusing street,
where, for example, a pianola is languishing in a cellar. Not, perhaps, especially
surprising, but:

Think of
its notes streaming through an air-brick,
exchanging dark for twilight,
semiquaver pipistrelles echolocating
snowdrops, primroses, bluebells.
Sated, they’ll return to their roost

[‘Cellar’]

Is there any point trying to figure out in what sense the notes of an abandoned
pianola are like bats feeding on flowers that bloom in (slightly) different seasons?
But isn’t the concision and exactness of that inexplicable image somehow
wonderfully apt?
   Reading this collection is a little like the unanticipated pleasures of a walk
through unexpected showers of  rain. They’re gently refreshing, surprising the
reader’s imagination. Sometimes, this comes from an unexpected turn, eg, in
reporting a first date:

Reviews
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A cockerel was there and I remember
a brass gong and a half-naked
muscled man. No
maybe that was later.

[‘First Date, Imperfectly Recalled’]

These images are, of  course, the cinematic icons of  the Rank Organisation and
Pathé News, but here become surreal expressions of  perplexing emotions, those
first steps towards romance.
   Sometimes, it’s a refusal to be pinned down: ‘like / hot tarmac in Bad Piano
Street. // No, that’s not right’ (‘Liszt’s Mephisto Waltz’). She’s adept at this
kind of negative description, telling us what is not the case, but then not saying
what is: ‘No-one peeled an apple / with a small penknife / and let its skin drop
/ onto a pine table top / in a dim circle of  light’ (‘Wire, The Importance Of ’).
   Sometimes it’s in the personal, mischievous, rhythmic, conversational tone,
like the admiringly envious ‘Damn, but my cousin could play’ (‘Liszt’s Mephisto
Waltz’), or the unconventional way she breaks up sentences in ‘When The
Plumber Didn’t Call,’ with the choral interjection ‘bastard!’ Sometimes it’s simply
carried by her exquisite and expressive descriptions: of a boat, ‘its burbling
propeller and ticking kettle’ (‘Some Things Won’t Be Said Goodbye To’); of  a
missing donkey, ‘his absence / was a cold draught’ (‘Ford’).
   Above all, however, she’s an expert traveller of  the hinterland just beyond
the ordinary and nudged by the surreal, with a perfect control of amusement
and insight:

Auntie Lou said she’d knit her girls a cat,
a hard task for a woman without skill.
Or girls.

[‘The Knitted Cat’]

There are twenty-two poems in this pamphlet. There ought to be sixty.

RUSSIAN DOLLS: REVIEW BY NOEL WILLIAMS

Polishing Demons by Kevin Cadwallender, 90pp, £8.99, Red Squirrel Press,
Briery Hill Cottage, Stannington, Morpeth NE61 6ES  www.redsquirrelpress.com

Imaginative, intelligent, witty, sensitive, clever: 55 poems in a beautifully edited
and typeset collection from a well-established and widely published poet –
what’s not to like?
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   Well, you know with an opening like that, there’s a ‘but’ coming up. Many of
the pieces appear to be two poems in one. They incorporate an unusual device,
namely the emboldening of  apparently random words. At first, I thought they
were typographical errors (but with Sheila Wakefield as editor and Gerry
Cambridge as typesetter, this seemed highly unlikely). Then I thought that I
was missing something in my reading, that these words were highlighted to
emphasise a way of  reading which I hadn't seen before. Finally, I realised it was
a kind of additional message, like a code in the text, foregrounded rather than
hidden.
   Here’s an example:

I stumble out of the rooms
I have collected and called home.
Walk with the night about my shoulders.
Observing the strangers…

[‘Solitaire for Two’]

The complete ‘hidden message’ here is actually ‘I collected strangers as shawls’
which can perhaps be read as a comment on the poem itself, because it concerns
exposure to loneliness.
   As a device, this is certainly interesting. It might be fun. It might offer subtext
(or rather, a sort of ‘super-text’) or provide additional richness for the main
message, as a sort of  semantic or connotational harmony. So I wouldn’t dismiss
the device. Nor would I dismiss any of the poems using it. But I often found
this device distracting and intrusive, adding apparently arbitrary emphasis to
my reading even when I knew it shouldn’t be affected that way. It’s a shame
because there are some excellent poems here, with sharp observation and a
clever turn of phrase.
   Sometimes, these additional messages seem to damage the poems containing
them, rather than enriching them. Inserting a simple assertion or apothegm
diverts from the subtlety of  the lyric in which it’s embedded. One example:

They were leading a pony into the dazzle of daylight
The field of tattered grass became extraordinary

       [‘Trilogy in Three Ages’]

I like this description, showing the emergence of a pit pony into daylight. And
I like the whole piece – it’s sympathetic to its subject (the life of  a miner), full
of  strong images which are thrust together in a stimulating way. But I can’t
read this without the horrible intrusion of  that emphatic ‘became’. For me, it
spoils the lines.
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   I would recommend this collection because it’s full of  things to like: wide
ranging in subject and tone, cleverly put together, carefully crafted. And as
much as a third of the book does not contain the intrusive emboldening
(there seems to be no plan here). But I do hope that Red Squirrel produce a
less sophisticated edition, so that the bulk of the work can be read without
awkwardness. An interesting idea, just not a success for me.

GET YOUR SKATES ON, THE FIRST RACE IS 2.30:
REVIEW BY ANDREW TAYLOR

The Dark Horse, the making of  a Little Magazine & sundry divagations
on poets, poetry, criticism & poetry culture by Gerry Cambridge,
184 pp, £12.00, HappenStance Press

The Dark Horse is not my kind of  magazine. That’s not to say that it isn’t a good
publication; I just find it something of a chore to read, with its focus on New
Formalism and positive shunning of  the avant-garde. What we have here,
however, is something altogether different.
   Gerry Cambridge, the editor, offers a comprehensive overview, from inception
in a caravan in Ayrshire in 1994, through the practicalities of establishing a
name and publishing the inaugural issue; via the pre-internet days of the early
issues to the 2016 issues. Clearly, he is passionate about its goals. Looking back
to the editorial of the debut issue, we can see the ethos that he was keen to
establish: ‘[The Dark Horse] will set formal poetry at the centre of  its aesthetic.
It will not be evangelical or doctrinaire, but believes that traditional verse is
worthy of  more attention than it currently enjoys.’
   The book is peppered with useful photographs of various covers,
correspondence and ephemera which adds to the interesting tale of the first
21 years. There are plenty of  personal anecdotes: ‘I had partly begun the
magazine to receive mail and thereby offset at least literary loneliness.’ Very
refreshing, likewise the whole section titled ‘Poets as editors – poetry politics –
reciprocity between journals – the free space of  the little magazine.’
   Cambridge writes in a fluid and pleasing style which matches the book’s
tone. As he notes, ‘There are very few things on which I am a world authority,
but the subject matter of  this book is one.’ However, one interesting area he
rather uncharacteristically glosses over, is finance. He mentions that he
successfully sought funding from the Scottish Arts Council, but offers little
about the mechanics of  such applications. An interesting aside is a donation
from Seamus Heaney, to the tune of  •500.
   The Dark Horse has of course always been nicely put together, given the
editor’s design background. The book foregrounds such aspects, alongside the
editorials and it makes for an interesting account of one of the many ‘little
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magazines.’ Perhaps it is to be shelved alongside Wolfgang Görtschacher’s
excellent Little Magazine Profiles: The Little Magazines in Great Britain, 1939-
1993 (University of Salzburg Press, 1993), as a useful insight into how such
publications can work.

A DIFFERENT POINT OF VIEW:  REVIEW BY DAVID TROMAN

Home Front by Bryony Doran, Jehanne Dubrow, Elyse Fenton and Isabel
Palmer, 255pp, £12, Bloodaxe Books Ltd, Eastburn, South Park, Hexham,
Northumberland, NE46 1BS. www.bloodaxebooks.com

Four collections. Four women documenting their lives while their loved ones
serve in the armed forces. Two are wives; two mothers; two British; two
American: yet all share common bonds. Each opening characterises how life is
disrupted and remade, physically and emotionally, for such women. Take Isabel
Palmer, in the opening to Atmospherics:

The Captain didn’t say why
he would only loiter at the gate
if bad news comes calling

Someone will come up your garden path –
it won’t be me –
within two hours
and they’ll stay with you.
…
So when I said, If they must
come, don’t make it on a Tuesday –
I have Ellie then,

he didn’t write it down.
[‘Worst Case Scenario’]

Bryony Doran echoes uncertain beginnings in Bulletproof:

He didn’t tell me, until after he’d given up his job,
that he wasn’t sure he’d actually get through

or that when he went to sign for Queen and Country
I could’ve dressed up and gone along with him.
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The first time I saw him in uniform he didn’t tell me
he’d be a stranger who swore like a trooper in front of  his mother
or that I’d become part of  the army, …

[‘Joining Up’]
Stateside by Jehanne Dubrow also describes uncertainty and ambiguity:

At home, we say secure
when what we mean is letting go
of  him. And even if  we’re sure
he’s coming back, it’s hard to know:
the farther out the vessel drifts,
will contents stay in place, or shift?

[‘Secure for Sea’]

Whilst Clamor by Elyse Fenton opens not with images of  the sea but a train
representing emotional tremors:
   The work overall is top drawer; the content has great potency, and the authors
themselves are by far the best advocates for their work, as you’ll see following
the emotions of their journeys, both personal and universal:

Isabel Palmer:

On Wootton Bassett High Street, Monet paints
straight to canvas, no retouching, his parasol
and easel pitched between the British Legion bikers

and outliers with nothing
to do, the shops being shut, his palette
every colour except black

or white because life’s not like that, if
it ever was, especially for them. …

[‘Repatriation’]

Bryony Doran:

He said, after he came back, his biggest fear
hadn’t been losing his life but his legs.
He’d have had to live with that all his life.
If  he’d died that would have been that.
I didn’t tell him I’d thought the same.

[‘Looking Back’]
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Jehanne Dubrow quotes Siegfried Sassoon:

A flare went up; the shining whiteness spread,
as though it were a match bright enough

to light the room, but not so bright it snuffed
the residue of darkness overhead.

There once was darkness signifying calm –
our candles glowed

beside the window, the nights did not explode,
or bullets ricochet, or firebombs

turn streets to ash. We drank a glass of  wine.
[‘Shabbat Prayer, on the Occasion of  War’]

And from Clamor, the penultimate piece, ‘Infidelity’:

...Forgive me, love, this last

infidelity: I never dreamed you whole.

… there’s only late –
turned-early news and the newest image of a war
that can’t be finished or won.

A book everybody ought to read.

INNER AND OUTER LANDSCAPES:  REVIEW BY D. A. PRINCE

The Other City by Rhiannon Hooson, 68pp, £9.99, Seren Books,
Poetry Wales Press Ltd, 57 Nolton St, Bridgend, Wales CF31 3 AE
 www.serenbooks.com

A first full length collection, this is from someone who has allowed time for
her work to mature. Hooson had a pamphlet published in 2004, then won a
Gregory Award, so it’s to her credit that she didn’t rush immediately into print.
Throughout the work, there’s a unified voice, although the range is wide: Welsh
upbringing and Mongolia; Zeus and Hokusai. And, above all, the presence of
people in the natural world. The opening piece, ‘Elan’, sets its tonal colours:
water; Winter; the moon. She describes a childhood game of throwing rocks
onto the frozen reservoir, not thinking of  how a thaw would let them descend
onto the drowned village below, which brings her to consider her present life
and its relationship to the past and the dead. She, and those she has lived
among, are quiet people: un-named, secure in their own domestic rituals; timeless.
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   The recurring use of water, silver, mirrors, winter, trees, and the pale colours
of  frost and ice provide a satisfying unity. The opening lines of  ‘Ullswater’,
show her perception of this landscape  -

Years later you’ll wake drenched with the moon’s
long downpour of  light, the silt of  it over everything.
Through the windows the frost-pastelled shadows
of hedges will be smudged all across the hills
like lines in chalk.

It becomes an internal landscape . At first, the use of ‘city’ in the title seems
strange; there is little of the urban in this collection. Then it becomes clear that
the ‘city’ in the title poem is a way of  exploring otherness. A ‘city’ is another
place of solitude. As she makes clear in an excellent podcast of her reading at
the Ledbury Poetry Festival (June 2017), she’s here exploring why men decide
to go missing, and the sort of backstreets in which they choose to hide. She
can describe their irrational restlessness, but typically stops short of giving
answers.
   Hooson’s style is thoughtful, questioning, reflective, and consistently
restrained. Her collection gives the impression of having come together over
a long period, with each piece earning its place. In ‘Origami’, where repetitions
evoke the effect of  different folds, she writes ‘… We work paper / so we do
not have to cover it with words.’ Yet her words have the delicacy and precision
of  the art form’s fine creases. The unnamed teacher of  origami shares the
same human need for ritual as Hooson’s Welsh ancestors but she never forces
the point on the reader. Instead, she shows us their worlds, leaving us to deduce
the overlap. It’s a beautifully balanced collection.

INTIMATE UNDERSTANDING: REVIEW BY ANGELINA D’ROZA

Out of  the Weather by Julie Mellor,
30pp, £5, smith|doorstop books, The Poetry Business, Bank Street Arts, 32-
40 Bank Street, Sheffield S1 2DS www.poetrybusiness.co.uk

The poet’s first pamphlet, Breathing Through Our Bones, was a winner in the 2011
Poetry Business Competition, judged by Carol Ann Duffy, who said, ‘[these
are] poems with a real ability to own their subject’.  This quality remains central
here, and I think, Mellor’s deftness at truly putting her subjects to work has
grown. Her interest in the world, in history, culture and science, feeds the
pamphlet with stories and images creating focus, a sort of paradigm from
which to read the heart. And for all its wealth of subject, it is the heart which
is the pamphlet’s theme, leading us into the most intimate spaces.

Exquisite Still UnfoldingNaked By Snow Light
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   The key to the emotional core may come via record-breaking sky-dives
(‘Aftermath’): ‘like that man testing the limit / of  the human body’, hoping ‘he
would simply feel the air ripple // […] not start / to break up, lose
consciousness, / not feel anymore.’ Or in ‘Propolis’, where ‘the stuff  of  bee
spit and wax’, a sealant turning soft in the sun, is not propolis, but putty around
old windows; the way it hardens, leaves space so that the glass ‘rattles loose in
the frame’. Or not glass and putty, ‘but those unwanted spaces’, between two
people, perhaps, ‘where words land and rest’. To find that one thing is like
another isn’t surprising, but the craft of it, the way the lines hold the surface
and weight of  the writing in tension, is surprising and often lovely.
   One of my favourite lines is: ‘I’m sad when I think about Byzantine mosaics,
/ or frescoes ruined by damp, the misplaced fidelity / of  gold leaf  as it clings
to flaking plaster’ (‘Sunday Afternoons’). Art is one of  Mellor’s recurrent
subjects, but here she goes beyond the story to see the narrative of the creative
act, or of  its decay. ‘Misplaced fidelity’ could be clumsy, the attribution of
feeling, intent, to the inanimate; how loaded the word ‘clings’ becomes. But it
isn’t. Within this context, it’s part of  a system of  feeling; controlled, precise.
   Such control allows Mellor to examine limits. ‘What if  I choose this one
small fly, iridescent on the daisy’s white ruff ’, is the beginning of  ‘Darling,
What if  …’ It’s a train of  thought carefully unfolding in long lines through the
details of place (the bench made from ‘a wooden sleeper resting on two
grindstones’), shifting from the narrator’s gaze to the insect’s, with its ‘thousand
eyes’, so the world appears ‘like a shop front on a 70s high street, stacked with
tvs / all tuned to the same channel.’ This image ‘is the closest you’ll ever get to
understanding […] the feeling inside my messed-up head.’ All the more poignant
for its perceived failure; refusing the temptation to claim everything for itself,
knowing it can’t do more than come close. It’s the most any of  us can do. A
sophisticated collection, well worth rereading.

BEYOND METAPHOR: REVIEW BY PHILIP DUNKERLEY

The Amazing Lost Man by Ben Parker,
69pp, £9.99, Eyewear Publishing Ltd, Suite 333, 19-21 Crawford Street,
Marylebone, London W1H 1PJ   www.eyewearpublishing.com

Do older poets write better than younger ones? They may have more to say
having seen more of life and the world. And perhaps technique improves with
practice and experience. Certainly this seems to be the case with Ben Parker,
an articulate and inquisitive fellow (check out the interesting interviews he’s
given) who works in publishing and already has two residencies under his belt.
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   I enjoyed this, his first full collection. He uses effective simile - ‘dark as
damp linen’ (‘View From The Hotel’) and metaphor - ‘your voice is blossom
on the ocean’ (‘Painting Your Voice’), but goes beyond them into quirky
surrealism, eg, in ‘House of Rivers’:
The walls are unscrolling from the roof
and going to ground in broken waves

In this surreal world, plausible syntax leads the reader safely through areas of
strange semantics with lyrical phrasing. The Amazing Lost Man gives us both
prose and stanzaic pieces, almost entirely in free verse. Parker rarely writes in
the first person, although there are two fine love-poems, so one is sometimes
left guessing exactly who is the narrator. We encounter mysteries a-plenty, go
on journeys, visit a circus, and flirt rewardingly with teleology: ‘Or take this
glass of water / and let it stand for all those shores / we’ve never seen: … /
the liquid moved from edge / to edge, not by the moon / but by your hand…’
(‘Bridgewater Treatise’).
   The book contains 54 poems, 15 of which comprise three sequences of
‘Insomnia Postcards’ -  I’d buy the book just for these, a dreamlike stream of
consciousness from a strange, dystopian land. Nothing can be pinned down;
everything is curious. There are gnomic statements: appetite is whetted. And
where on earth is the place? There are echoes of Eastern Europe, or the Far
East. It’s certainly foreign, and definitely trapped in a time warp. Perhaps it’s
just a country of  the mind where we can travel, observe, feeling safe without
having to engage. I find myself  looking forward to Ben Parker’s next collection.

SHORT REVIEWS

THE STONES MEN THROW: REVIEW BY DAVID HARMER

Heroes by Christy Ducker with illustrations by Emma Holliday,
28pp, £5.00, smith|doorstop books

This engaging pamphlet, with wonderfully bold lino cuts, introduces eight heroes
supported by pieces lauding archivists and heroism. This is from a project
initiated in the North East when the poet invited young people to respond to
the idea of  what makes a hero and how they might inspire us. They are strong,
accessible pieces, displaying a pleasing variety of  forms,  ranging from a returning
soldier with PTSD to Geri Halliwell breaking her contract with Aprilia motor
scooters of  Italy when she left the Spice Girls.
   ‘Help for Heroes’ initially establishes the collection’s positive and public tone,
with ‘Sometimes the bravest thing you can do / is learn how to look in the
rearview / mirror’. The Humphrey Davy poem begins ‘I receive a letter from
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hell’ where too many miners have died in explosions caused by open flames.
The amazingly brave struggle for education and equality of  the youngest ever
recipient of  the Nobel Peace Prize, Malala Yousafazi, sits alongside William
Smith’s discovery of  Antarctica and its ‘paths through penguin stench’. Nobody
believed him and he died a pauper.
   My personal favourite is about Josephine Butler, 19th century proto-feminist
and social reformer who suffered critics throwing stones at her, and the death
of her child. It ends ‘When I’m rising up to speak / what matter the stones
men throw?’ This is a powerful political collection, written with energy, clarity
and insight.

NATURAL VIOLENCE: REVIEW BY NOEL WILLIAMS

Imperatives by Pat Farrington, 31pp, £10, Lapwing Publications,
c/o 1, Ballysillan Drive, Belfast, BT14 8HQ www.lapwingpoetry.com

25 poems, with subjects primarily taken from the natural world or personal
experience, are presented in a style which is essentially descriptive but favours
the dramatic: ‘Battalions of ivy // wrestle down lupins, devour delphiniums,
crush carnations, prise open windows’ (‘No Quarter’). Both the drama and the
descriptiveness can be a little extravagant, the work sometimes adjective heavy
and the action a tad melodramatic and generalised rather than precise
observation. For example, her topics are typically plural subjects performing
some violent act (‘insistent bumblebees pummel’ in ‘Dynamo’; ‘Ebony devils’
are ‘scuttling like grounded lightning’ in ‘From the Underworld’ (published in
Orbis 173) ‘throbbing gullets clamour’ in ‘Limits’). Her world seems to be one
of  violence, with verbs like pummelling, devouring , biting , spitting , smashing
prominent on almost every page. This preference creates some strong images,
but it can also lead astray; in striving for the dramatic rendition of a relatively
ordinary occurrence, oddities of expression may arise. The very first line, for
example, describes wings in a chrysalis as a ‘Thrumming harmony of  scarce-
heard sounds’ (‘Essences’) which seems a little improbable. If it is ‘scarce-
heard’, can it really be ‘thrumming’ and can harmonies actually be perceived?
   These lyrics certainly capture the melodrama of some natural situations and
they’re heartfelt and of  serious intent. But on occasion perhaps they’re trying
just a little too hard. A fraction more restraint may perhaps be more effective.

WORKING LIVES: REVIEW BY CLAIRR O’ CONNOR

Night Rider by Marilyn Ricci 47pp, £6.50, Soundswrite Press, 52 Holmfield
Road, Leicester LE2  ISA www.soundswritepress.co.uk
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A first collection, this considers the poet's mother and father in all their love
and limitations. In an impressive sequence, she reflects on their working lives
in factories: her mother in hosiery; her father in printing. Images of  cutting,
pinching, compressing, enclosing, seep from work into life; the petty domination
of  supervisors and the endless repetition of  the production line mitigated by
the solidarity of  fellow workers. There are always eyes watching, ‘Renee, the
supervisor, who never cracks a smile’ (‘People Hannah fears at work’) and
always the fear of falling short, ‘no peace in piece work /never enough hours
/ to make enough money’ (‘On her own time’).
   She also captures the surge and celebration of life: her father on a bicycle
drunkenly shouting his love, (‘Watch the roads!’); the lift and exuberance of
ghost-dancing with him to Tchaikovsky’s Second Piano Concerto: ‘Thirty years
dead I wish he would settle’ (‘Night Rider’) though he’s still cycling through her
life on the last page while she remembers her embarrassment ‘as Dad wobbles
by, ringing his bell’.
   Her imagined goodbye to her dead mother in Thirlmere is enveloped in a
dream of regained love and acceptance: ‘you will leave me again but, / this
time, it will be alright’ (‘This time i.m Hannah’). Marilyn Ricci’s strength is in
her choice of  resonant details. This small collection is one of  heartfelt
authenticity: lives lived; obstacles overcome. Spirits intact.

OTHER BOOKS

Water Chits by Denise Bennett, 34pp, £6, Indigo Dreams Publishing,
24 Forest Houses, Halwill, Beaworthy, EX21 5UU www.indigodreams.co.uk
Primers vol 2 by Ben Bransfield, Cynthia Miller, Marvin Thompson, 80pp,
£9.99, Nine Arches, PO Box 6269, Rugby, CV21 9NL   www.ninearchespress.com
A Whole Day Through From Waking by Jacci Bulman,
74pp, £8.99, Cinnamon Press Meirion House, Glan yr afon, Tanygrisiau,
Blaenau Ffestiniog, Gwynedd, LL41 3SU www.cinnamonpress.com
Sightings by Elisabeth Sennitt Clough, 74pp, £9.99, Pindrop Press,
www.pindroppress.com
Inside the Wave by Helen Dunmore, 64pp, £9.95, Bloodaxe
#Afterhours by Inua Ellams, 142pp, £9.99, Nine Arches
Playing Alice by Jenny Hamlett, 66pp, £8.99, Indigo Dreams
All This Is Implied by Will Harris, 28pp, £5, HappenStance
Life-Savers On All Sides by Pauline Hawkesworth,
34pp, £6, Indigo Dreams
Splash like Jesus by Selima Hill, 220pp, £12, Bloodaxe
The Autistic Alice by Joanne Limburg, 72pp, £9.95, Bloodaxe
It’s Time by Eamonn Lynskey, 68pp, •12, Salmon,
Knockeven, Cliffs of  Moher, County Clare, Ireland salmonpoetry.com
In the Image by Alwyn Marriage, 32pp, £6, Indigo Dreams
Spearmint and Rescue by Mark Russell, 78pp, £9.99, Pindrop Press
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Arthur Broomfield
(Port Laoise, Ireland)

Seeing Limerick Station through quantum physics

The mens’ loo at Colbert Station:
fresh plaster, tiles hoary white;
cubicle paint permafrost blue;
is famous
for the stench of urine.
It comes from the outside,
the inspector said.

Cappuccino in Costa
no chocolate, natural soya;
‘a special’, we call it.
A voice, as you draw near,
His name is John,
carries me above
The smell of coffee.

At times, I doubt if this particle
that fakes the weight and shape of things,
sweet to taste, firm to touch,
a contradiction in the mix
of  the Black Forest Gateaux,
is   you that don’t matter.

Cold Coffee at Emo Court published by Revival Press: £10

Reach Down This Undulation
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James Conor Patterson
(Oxford)

Cocktails

Because we’re in Bellini's on Merchants Quay - still reeling from the public
display of  affection near Margaret Square, I order something rough & warm,
with lots of  whiskey, which the barman introduces as an Old Fashioned and tops
off  with a twist of  lemon and floating ball of  crushed, smooth ice. You order
a Dark & Stormy, which is described by the menu as being ‘Fiery, refreshing,
sweet, shaken & served long’.
   And I can’t help but think that we’ve each just ordered ourselves from the
bar; as though our tumblers were lined with the elixir of poolside narcissi, or
an oubliette driven through the highball looking-glass.

one dry tear punctuating ‘Bliss’

which is to say no tear at all, Prose Fly,
but a thought that threads the air
like craquelure through a Michelangelo:
this chipped plasterboard, this bay window.

Those first few days in Liverpool
my heart was a tangle of unhoovered dog hair,
and when I scrubbed the IKEA feldspar mugs
so hard they shone like ronde-bosse enamel

I felt you buzz into my reflection a moment
and ask just what it was: this coffee-stained
Elegies on the inside pocket of my coat.
This thing one feels for home away from home

when, as Dunn has it, ‘[I] have been inside
my head... falling in love, preparing this good life’.
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David Troman
(Gotham, Nottinghamshire)

Perfect Strangers

On that last walk we never took
the world was the one place we never went.
Like the crooked old man with his long crooked mile
our path was bent by a sun-beam’s shadow into the Soukh
where the Caliph’s guard found the two of  us
engaged in tumultuous worshipful sport
because the need for action overcame thought
revealing us both impecunious
when it came to a sense of decorum.

On that last walk we never took
the air was a foul, miasmic stench,
we sat side by side on the rough wooden bench
each head set to enter a burlap sack
or else a basket where we’d be together
when Madame was set to her gruesome work
with a soft sliding, shivering, slicing jerk.
Two strokes, two silver cords evered
and the fading sound of  the crowd’s jeers.

On that last walk, which we never took,
perhaps we’d have met each other.

Parties I’ve Missed

There was the one for England’s World Cup win.
The one when my cousin was twenty-one
and tried to get off  with the barmaid
who turned out to be the barman’s son.
The one that celebrated the New Millennium
with a drink in every time zone (plus one).
So many that the list just goes on and on.
But the one I should have missed
is the third
whose life I crashed into
one beautiful day
and wrote off.
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Neil Beardmore
(New Bradwell, Milton Keynes)

Amanuensis

For Lance

His fingers cannot shape
on paper what his mind
marks in verse,

with hands clasped
as though he would pray,
he conjures forms

from distant cells of thought
for me to assemble
on the page;

imagining poetry
before it is written,
in its abstract shell

somewhere in the hinterlands
of consciousness,
flowing

from the inertia of  palsy,
this cerebral movement he celebrates.
I witness inspiration,

catch it from his breath
standing its density
in stanzas.

New novel, Lemon Seas: available from www.springleafbooks.co.uk/collections/
fiction-thriller-suspense/products/lemon-seas: £7.99
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Ian McLachlan
(Archway, London)

Alchemy of the word

Between Blackfriars’ glass station and the Millennium Bridge
I plant my rucksack. I tape to the warm concrete @ianjmclachlan

and from my bag pull mic, lead, Fender amp; my book of  poems.
A vagabond come to a walled city, I stand before the tower

of  Tate Modern. July sun sparkling the river; white cloud
a stopper in the day's clear flask. ‘Try the bridge, the far bank,’

a guitarist eyeing my pitch tells me, ‘You'll have better luck elsewhere,’
he points to the monkey-suit wearer lolling

by a No Busking sign. From the Tate’s brick turret, peering faces.
Now, a soldier at the city’s closed gate, I besiege it

with poems, the morning slowly heating, a limpid froth
surging from the slippery ropes of  a bubble-maker.

Light-struck, the silver birches’ leaves shiver like precious metal.
I put down my red notebook; put down the burden of it,

reciting by heart to tourists, office suits, gaggles of  school kids;
unfolding to the knotted crowds. They keep passing; will not stop.

Taking even breaths, thrumming the diaphragm, I forget myself;
that voice on the cooling breeze belongs to another.

Ian McLachlan
(Archway, London)

The Patient

Who do they wait for
these softly gossiping courtiers?
They line the long approach
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dropping their leaves like handkerchiefs,
blight-singed leaves and hard chestnuts.
They have seen the carriages bustling,
trembling on brittle wheels.
They have watched throaty open-topped cars.
Is it the Prince de Marcillac they expect?
Yesterday, I saw the evening cracked like an egg,
L’Age Baston greenly lit, sallow shutters
straining; a tall flaking gate agape
where its iron grate should be.
Grey-whiskered walnut trees mute,
and vacant swimming pool.
And one magnolia trussed in a thin cord
of fairy lights, a patient thrusting
three-fingered branches,
wide creamy blossoms laden with dreams.

Karen Petersen
Santa Fe, New Mexico   USA)

The Garden King

What Le Nôtre understood
was the serenity of  order.
The calmness which comes
from perfect privet cones
arranged in a large domain:
the domination of Nature
by Geometry.
An Imperial visionary, he knew
when green wildness
surrenders to clear form
it is tamed,
and the world then by definition
becomes ruled--after a fashion.
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Karen Petersen
Santa Fe, New Meixco   USA)

Bee on Peach Tree Blossom

My neighbor planted a peach tree
some years ago and every summer
I watched as the bees landed
on open blossoms only to be swallowed up
by pink voluptuousness.

Satiated, they would fly away drunkenly
as I stood there with my rake,
grinning like a fool.

Over the months under the hot sun
the peaches grew larger and larger,
to full blush, but I was never offered one.
They just lay there on the ground, rotting,
which made the ants and flies happy.

Fiona Pitt-Kethley
(Cartagena, Spain)

Figs and Amethysts

The figs that grow by mines are very sweet.
Pliny advised limiting roots with stones.
A rocky hillside, full of  mines and caves.
The fig tree’s right beside a mining well.
You only strip the branches at the front.
The rest fall to infinity below.
A place of  purpleness. On the same hill,
amongst the mining refuse, amethysts,
unlike the darker ones out of Brazil,
transparent, shading to a darker tip.
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Fiona Pitt-Kethley
(Cartagena, Spain)

Fundicion Pío Wandosell

State of  the art, with all the latest processes.
I’ve seen old photos from its working days,
the foundry chimneys belching clouds of smoke
and men and donkeys scurrying to work.

It’s up for sale, a notice at the gate,
the number of  the owner’s half-obscured
and has been so for many, many years
which means effectively it’s never sold. 
Each year there’s more decay and vandalism.
Squatted by tramps, who left a paper trail,
documents show motorbike accidents.
The window-frames were ripped out for a fire
a room used as a rabbit farm, it seems,
with cages and the floor covered in crap.
A poster for an ancient kidnap film
once decorated the wall beside a card
showing St. Francis and a prayer.
Small jars of chemicals labelled in French,
black powder spills from packets on the floor.
A sleeping bag’s beside a skeleton,
a cow’s, as far as I can see by what is left.
Which begs the questions did the cow die first?
Did cow and man have a relationship?

Outside a garden with an olive tree.
Freesias sprang up one year, a one-off  show.
I found a broken vase with lovers’ names
and my son’s birth date painted on the side.
A myriad of stories left untold.

Nearly a century past, the infantry
guarded this foundry when there was a strike.
Strikers were killed outside and others hurt.
No evidence left now. No flowers for them,
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Poetry Index

Chris Woods
(Bury, Lancashire)

Tintagel

The sea attacks this castle
of crags with battering rams
of surf, then falling back,
lays siege. The cliffs stand firm
as rebellious seas
rise up against the land.

The crowds invade this castle,
where treasure lies far out
of reach; diamond light
on sea, sunken coffers
of emeralds and aquamarine,
seascape tapestries woven by gulls.

I try to capture this castle
in the air, to plunder,
to hold it here. But captive now
my thoughts lie deep
in the dungeon of the cliff,
unruly seas trying to break out.
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Chris Woods
(Bury, Lancashire)

Primary Colours

1)

Blue sky, red leaves
and green moorland
mix to white light
in this prismatic air.
Eye lenses magnify
sun and I catch fire.
Summer lightning
shocks with its ECT.
Showering in sunshine
I wash shadows away,
dry off in the wind,
and feel light at last.

2)

This magenta rock
is iron in my blood
and carries oxygen,
as dew and grass
sparkle and converse.
Yellow sun, cyan pool
are more pigments
from a precious palette.
Here is where I find
my primary colours,
blending to landscape
inside this outdoors.
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Antony Mair
(Hastings, East Sussex)

One With Nature

She sits in the conservatory, looking out.
Clipped lavender and box. Pleached hornbeam, spikes
of  cordyline and phormium. A white

rose gleams in the dusk. No grass. It works.
Inside’s a different matter: colour charts,
samples and swatches litter the table. A fox

jumps from the neighbour’s wall, sniffs at roots
then turns its head to stare, gold-eyed, ears cocked.
Their eyes meet. That’s it, she thinks. Some notes

of red against an oatmeal fabric, flecked
with cream. Mounted turtle shells, leopard-skin,
a tiger’s head. She leafs through pattern-books stacked

beside her chair. When she raises her head again
the garden’s lost its colours. The fox has gone.
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Katherine Noone
(Galway, Ireland)

Ocean  Drive

We’re walking beneath
the sea grape trees
lush with rounded leaves
of bronze and green;
matured, they’ll fall, red and veined.

The April moon, untouched by cloud
is high above the sputtering sounds
of speeding Lamborghinis;
savoury seafood scents escape
Joe’s Stone Crab Restaurant.

Long after the cruise ships leave
Miami for Nassau, Key West and beyond,
we are lulled
by the whispering waves.

The  Mighty  Pen

In the days before telephone  wires
ran down our boreens,
prior to counselling being conceived,
what consoled and cheered us,
on return to lonely basements
and walk-up apartments abroad?

Letters and more letters.
Mostly from mothers; omitting
their own dilemmas, the poor price for livestock.
Our news to them, success in exams.
Bragging of  our latest beau,
while we longed for home.

With these exchanges
we were entwined.
In time, though, we learned
to read between the lines.
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John Andrew
(Sheffield)

Line of  Ancestry

If I had the hands
to build her, bone by bone,

the voice to sing
which would echo her tone,

my African
great great Grandmother,

I’d stand her upright
to scan the far horizon.

I’d gaze along that eyeline
to catch the first flickering of flame.

I’d even re-sound her ready tongue:
clicking, tutting, ululating;
shaking with laughter.

I’d have the rattle of  her coiled
in the back of my mouth.

‘I see you’re thirsty, child.
Here is a root you can suck’.

Irrigate me, old woman,
so I won’t fool myself
when my mouth is dry.

She hauls what seems a lake
up from the depths of desert;

I can mass black clouds
over anxious kinfolk

whose cattle press their bones
against wheezing skins.
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I’d spit and spew like a Rain God,
though every splash coined
a new face to drink.

Grandmother’s sniffing the air
in the empty bowl of a sea
long forgotten by itself.

She’s snaking her fingers
to reach down this undulation
for a scale of fabulous fish.

Gwen Sayers
(Harrow, Middlesex)

Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika

God Bless Africa

Hail stamps on iron roofs.
Forks spear the red dust.
A mother binds a scrawny child
to her back and bolts, head down.

The African earth is soaked
with raindrops, teardrops,
and blood. I can smell
the rank damp in stinkweed.

Thunder pounds the ground.
My pit bull tugs his lead.
We shelter in a shed
until the storm dies.

There’s stillness
now the land is cleansed
and sky blooms blue
above the rainbow.
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Gwen Sayers
(Harrow, Middlesex)

Henry

His scalp was smooth. Alopecia
from his army days. No cure, he said.

He sheltered his naked dome
under beret or beanie in Winter.

He’d given up Sobranies, panna cotta,
Amoretto. And sex. Bad for me, he said.

He wore checks, two-tone brogues,
mustard tied and striped socks.

He smelled of menthol, pepper
and old leather.

He flicked amber komboloi
and listened to Mahler in bed.

He waved goodbye, swaying
in the basket of a hot air balloon.
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Louis Nthenda
(Chiba,  Japan)

Mr Lee’s Mahjong Parlour

They served exotic food every fourth Thursday,
the only day he was free to learn mahjong,
if  he could be spared the snake stew, grilled lizard,
fresh monkey brain, spiced dog balls, steamed frog.

Friends teased him about his unrefined palate
but sneaked in bowlfuls of char siu roast pork,
impressed by his desire to learn.

He was transfixed. Turned giddy, his eyes trying to follow
the flitting moves on the table; thoughts lost, drowned
in the din of  mahjong tiles. For the first time,
he learned what it is not to hear himself think.

Teachings of  the Shaman

Tread not on the mountain face;
do not defile it underfoot.
God does not dwell in the mountain
Yamajitai goshintai
The mountain itself is the god

Trespass not on the tree
Worship it with a prayer.
God does not dwell in the tree
Kijitai goshintai
The tree itself is the god.

A Japanese cult regards mountains as divinities, and mountain climbing
as an act of  worship. For a certain shamanic sect, however, this is seen as sacrilege.
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Charles Osborne
(Girton, Cambridge)

The Girl in the Sand

I love to walk by the seashore
      .............for I find refuge there

   (Theodore H. Rowley)

Loops of coloured lights carefully strung out along the seafront divide the
oncoming night.
   I can clearly see figures strolling along the promenade. Just offshore, I
could be a mile away.
   Nobody sees me. Nobody hears my fading cries. Nobody comes to my
aid.
   The lights look like the dots in an Impressionist painting. A thin multi-
coloured margin which cuts the coastal darkness. A horizontal above a
horizontal. I see life as full of  horizontals and cross-lines. The eerie dark
sea-ravaged groynes and distant lampposts fan out in low vertical lines in
front of me. Not all the bulbs shine out; the odd one here and there is in
darkness. A bit like me. All too often, life seems centred around those who
shout the loudest. The confident ones. All lights blazing. Me?  I’m quiet. Less
sure of  myself. Some of  my lights are not burning brightly. Some are out.
Sometimes, too many are out. Despite mustering inner strength, the edge is
never far away. And now that edge is here. Now I need that inner strength.

From the promenade, coloured buoys, chains snaking out around them lie on the muddy
sand. Looking closely in the fading light, you may make out a smaller object. It’s the
head of  a girl. She’s stuck up to her neck in the sinking sand. But nobody looks.
Nobody notices. Figures pass by on the promenade. Families and friends gather around
seafront stalls ordering fish and chip suppers.  Some head home to their cosy caravans.

I must have passed out in a panic as I was sinking. Fear engulfs my brain.
Just like the past.  Memories, memories, memories...an incident when I was
a little girl. On a bright Summer’s day, I was playing  hide-and-seek with my
brother and some of his friends on a building site. I crept into an open-
ended water tank. Some boy turned it over. I was trapped in the darkness. It
was like being in a tomb.  Claustrophobia set in. All these years later, only
my head free of the gripping muddy sand, that same dread comes back to
haunt me. Consciousness returns. I would have been trembling but the sand
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was so tight around me. I am cold and clammy but cannot shiver.  A feeling
of helplessness overwhelms me. I do not believe in God but, in  despair, I
offer up a little prayer. Rational thought bubbled up, trying to
counterbalance my terror. I slowly count to ten. Yes, I’m still here. When will
the tide come in?  Will it be a slow ending? Should I make it quick and just
gulp in the salty water?  How do I get out of this mess?
   I try to move my arms. No luck, they are jammed to my side. And I
daren’t try to move my feet in case of sinking further in.  All I can do is
wriggle my fingers. It helps form a tune in my head, each finger making a
word in a song.  ‘She Loves You, Yeah, yeah, yeah’.  And somebody does,
hopefully. Somebody’s coming to save me.

A man walking his dog along the promenade ventures onto the beach.  The dog runs off,
stops. and starts barking.

Am I even more afraid? Or hopeful? I have this huge dog licking my face;
when you’re buried up to your neck in sand, everything seems enormous. I
am grateful but terrified. Will he turn nasty? Go for my throat?

They must have sedated me.  I wake up in A & E with a plethora of
medical staff  surrounding the bed. One whispers in my ear that they’re
taking me to Intensive Care.  The porters are kind and reassuring. We get to
the lift.  Oh no!
   Since my childhood bout of claustrophobia, I’ve never been able to get
near a lift, let alone into one. Do I shout out?  I find myself tongue-tied. It
seems like ages then the lift arrives and I am finally about to protest, but the
porters quickly, effortlessly wheel me in. How strange. The lift seems
spacious, not at all intimidating.
   Once out of hospital, a week or so later, I pluck up courage to try out the
small lift in the shopping centre car park. It’s tiny, room for up to four
people only. I wait until nobody is around. Stick a toe inside, then a leg, and
then, here goes: the whole way, expecting to jump right back out again.
Amazingly, my fear of  cramped enclosed spaces has gone. My far more
terrifying experience on the beach seems to have obliterated my earlier fear.
   But life is never simple...

Charlotte (as recounted to Charles Osborne)

If  not on the Xtra Kudos mailing list, please let me know.
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NB: Length shown is maximum.
And usual rules apply:
always enclose SAE with enquiries,
including competition title in address.
0: Free to enter ; ^ No reply
(competition may no longer be running);
@ themed or specific requirement;
# Open to young writers, under 18

   Carole

Updates

Change of Deadline

April 15
Wabash Prize for Nonfiction
( Overseas) Was October 1
sycamore@purdue.edu
www.sycamorereview.com

November 1
Arkbound Writing Competition
Was September 5
Short stories; articles
http://arkbound.com/competitions/

November 19
Shooter Poetry Competition 2017
Was October 30
https://shooterlitmag.com/
poetry-competition/

December 22
Biennial Ruth Rendell
Short Story Competition
For Interact Reading Service
Writer in Residence
Was October 29

Interact Reading Service, Short Story
Competition, InterAct Stroke
Support,Victoria Charity Centre,
11 Belgrave Road, London,
SW1V 1RB  www.interactreading.org

January 31
The Plough Poetry Prize
Was November 30
The Plough Arts Centre,
9-11 Fore Street, Torrington,
Devon EX38 8HQ
info@theploughprize.co.uk    
www.theploughprize.co.uk

March 1    2018 Hippocrates Prize
for Poetry and Medicine
Was January 31
www.hippocrates-poetry.org

Not Running This Year

September 1
2017 Cowboy Up Contest (Overseas)
www.moonlightmesaassociates.com 

September 30
Cookham  Festival
Stanley Spencer Poetry Competition

October 1 – ‘On hiatus’
Caketrain
Chapbook Competiton (Overseas)
http://www.caketrain.org/

October 31   Fire River Poets
Poetry Competition

November 30 Atlantis
Short Story Contest (Overseas)
www.atlantis-shortstorycontest.com/

Kudos Competition Listings
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No Longer Running

After 23 years...
October 1
The Bard of  Armagh
Festival of  Humorous Verse
Competition

No website

November 1
Caledonia Novel Award
www.caledonianovelaward.com

1.  Poetry Competitions

August 31
The Oxford Brookes
International Poetry Competiton
hss-poetrycomp@brookes.ac.uk
www.brookes.ac.uk/poetry-centre/
international-poetry-competition/

August 31   Sentinel Literary
Quarterly Poetry Competition
www.sentinelquarterly.com/
competitions

August 31
# Torbay Open Poetry Competition
The Organiser, 6 The Mount,
Brixham, South Devon TQ5 8QY
www.torbaypoetryfestival.co.uk

September 1   Overton Poetry Prize
www.lboro.ac.uk/departments/english-
drama/events/poetry-prize/

September 4 Nantwich Words
and Music Festival
Poetry Competition
September 11
Songwriting Competition

Phil William, 4 Derwent Close,
Alsager, Cheshire ST7 2UT
info@wordsandmusicfestival.com
www.wordsandmusicfestival.com/

September 30
The Salopian Society Annual
Open Poetry Competiton
5 Squires Close, Madeley,
Telford,  Shropshire, TF7 5RU
www.thesalopianpoetrysociety.
webeden.co.uk/

October 16   Troubadour
International Poetry Prize 2017
www.coffeehousepoetry.org/prizes

October 23   The Poetry Kit
Summer Competition
comps@poetrykit.org
www.poetrykit.org/comp_pk.htm.

October 31
@ Cannon Poets Sonnet or Not
2017 Poetry Competition
Cannon Poets, 22 Margaret Grove,
Harborne, Birmingham, B17 9JH
martin@cannonpoets.org.uk
www.cannonpoets.co.uk

October 31
The Flambard Poetry Prize 2017
Entrants who have not yet published
a single-authored pamphlet or collection
Newcastle Centre for the Literary Arts,
Percy Building, Newcastle University,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, NE1 7RU
ncenla@ncl.ac.uk
www.ncl.ac.uk/ncla/competitions/
flambard
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National Poetry Competition 2017
The Poetry Society, 22 Betterton Street,
London WC2H 9BX
Tel: 020 7420 9880;
fax: 020 7240 4818
marketing@poetrysociety.org.uk
www.poetrysociety.org.uk/npc

November 14 # Barnet
Open Poetry Competiton 2017
BBAC Poetry Competition,
c/o All Saints Centre, 122 Oakleigh
Road North, London N20 9EZ
www.barnetarts.org.uk

November 30   Café Writers
Open Poetry Competition
Café Writers, 168a Silver Rd,
Norwich NR3 4TH
http://cafewriters.co.uk/

December 1
13th Anthony Hecht Poetry Prize
waywiserpress@aol.com    
www.waywiser-press.com

January 25
Clochoderick Poetry Competition
www.clochoderickpress.co.uk

January 31   The Prole Laureate
Poetry Competition, 2018
http://prolebooks.co.uk/
poetry%20competition.html

2.  Short Stories

September 1
@ The HWA
Dorothy Dunnett
Short Story Competition
https://historicalwriters.org/
dorothydunnett//

September 15
The Short Story Competition 2017
www.theshortstory.net

September 28
The Sunday Times
EFG Short Story Award
Entrants must have been previously published
in the UK or Ireland.
Accepts entries from publishers,
agents and authors,
published after January 2017.
http://shortstoryaward.co.

September 30
Bedford Writing
Short Story Competition 2017
bedfordwritingcom@aol.co.uk
www.bedfordwritingcompetition.co.uk

September 30
0 The HeatSeeker
Short Story Competition
heatseeker@simonandschuster.co.uk
http://booksandthecity.co.uk/
heatseeker/

September 30
Henshaw Press
Short Story Competition
Quarterly
The Henshaw Competition,
24 Rowlandson Close,
Northampton NN3 3PB
www.henshawpress.co.uk

September 30
0 @ Solution Loans
Summer Short Story Competition
Theme: ‘Coins’
www.solution-loans.co.uk/short-story-
writing-competition/
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October 16
The Walter Swan Short Story Prize
info@bigbookend.co.uk
www.bigbookend.co.uk/
the-walter-swan-short-story-prize-
2017-18-open-for-entries-now/

October 31   0 @ Comma Press
and the University of Central
Lancashire The Dinesh Allirajah
Prize for Short Fiction
Theme ‘Cafe Stories’
Studio 510a, Hope Mill, 113 Pollard
Street, Manchester, M4 7JA
www.commapress.co.uk
/resources/prizesk

October 31 NAWG
Open Competitons
Short Story; Poetry; Novella
Ongoing  Writing Competition
100 Word Mini-Tales
NAWGFest, September 2-4
www.nawg.co.uk/3805

October 31   Southport Writers’
Circle Annual Short Story
Competition 2017
3 Hereford Road, Southport,
Merseyside, PR9 7DX
www.swconline.co.uk

November 30   Inktears
Short Story Competition 2017
UK + International
Stories may have been previously published
or unpublished Over 18s.
www.inktears.com/ssentry

December 31   Words
Short Story Competition 2017
Theme: ‘Murder’
wordsmag.com   www.wordsmag.com

3.  Poetry & Short Stories

August 31
@ SaveAs Writers
Open Competition 2017
(Jane Austen:
Love and Freindship [sic])
http://saveaswriters.co.uk/
competitions.html

September 29
# The Manchester
Writing Competitions
Open internationally
Details on website; postal entry pack
can be downloaded.
Or ring 44 (0) 161 247 1787 or email
writingschool@mmu.ac.uk
www.manchesterwritingcompetition.co.uk

4.  Multi Genre

September 23
@ # Arts for the Aber Valley
Annual Competition 2017
Theme: ‘The Seasons’
Poetry; Flash Fiction; Short Stories;
Art; Photography; Crafts
(Under 18s: as above, plus comics and
short film). ‘Drip, Dribble, Splash)
Festival: October 7 -14
15 Graig y Fedw  Abertridwr,
Caerffili CF83 4AQ
www.abervalleyarts.co.uk/
competition/

October 31
Bare Fiction Prize
Poetry, flash fiction, short story
www.barefictionmagazine.co.uk/
competitions/
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5.  Children’s Literature

September 1      0  The High Sheriff's
Cheshire Prize
for Children’s Literature
Must have a Cheshire connection (includes
the Wirral, Warrington and Halton).
Prose or Verse
Enter online or Send To: The Cheshire
Prize for Literature, University of
Chester, Parkgate Road,
Chester CH1 4BJ; 01244 513240
www.chester.ac.uk/literatureprize

6.  Non Fiction

August 31
The London Magazine’s
Essay Competition 2017
www.thelondonmagazine.org

October 15
# NUHA Blogging Prize
www.nuhafoundation.org/home/
bloggingprizes_english

7.  Poetry Collections

September 4   Primers: The Poetry
School and Nine Arches Press
Over 16s
http://campus.poetryschool.com/
primers-guide-your-poems-into-print/

8.  Books

September 18   Mslexia
Women’s Novel Competition 2017
At least 50,000 words in any genre
for adults (and young adults)
by unpublished women novelists
mslexia.co.uk/novel

9.  Overseas

November 1
Erskine J. Poetry Prize,
from Smartish Pace
November 15
Beullah Rose Poetry Prize
for Women, from Smartish Pace
Smartish Pace, PO Box 22161,
Baltimore, MD 21203 
sreichert@smartishpace.com.
www.smartishpace.com/contests/

September 2
Bailieborough Poetry Festival
Poetry Prize 2017
Bailieborough Poetry Competition,
LitLab, c/o Bailieborough Library,
Market Square, Bailieborough,
Co Cavan, Ireland
competition@bailieboroughpoetry.com. 
www.bailieboroughpoetry.com/

October 1
The 28th Annual Reuben Rose
Poetry Competition
reubenrosepoetrycompetition
@gmail.com
www.voicesisrael.com/
reubenrosecompetition.htm

October 31
Benjamin Saltman Award
Red Hen Press, P.O. Box 40820,
Pasadena, CA 91114
www.redhen.org

December 31
The Moth Poetry Prize
Formerly the Ballymaloe
International Poetry Prize
www.themothmagazine.com
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Poetry Collections

October 3
Jessie Bryce Niles
Chapbook Competition
The Comstock Review Chapbook
Contest, 4956 St. John Drive,
Syracuse, NY 13215
www.comstockreview.org

October 31
Finishing Line Press
Open Chapbook Competiton
P.O. Box 1626,
Georgetown, KY 40324
FinishingBooks@aol.com        
www.finishinglinepress.com

Short Stories

October 16
Omnidawn Poetry Contest
Runs four contests every year
www.omnidawn.com/contest

October 16   Southern Cross
Short Story Competition
PO Box 2738, Bakery Hill,
Victoria 3354, Australia
www.ballaratwriters.com

September 30   SAWC
Annual Short Story Competition
http://sawriters.org.za/
competitions/upcoming-
competitions/

October 2   Zoetrope
21st All-Story
Short Fiction Contest
contests@all-story.com    
www.all-story.com/contests.cgi

Poetry & Short Stories

October 25
2017 Joy Harjo Poetry Award,
Barry Lopez Nonfiction Award
& Rick DeMarinis
Short Story Award
CUTTHROAT Literary Award
(please specify genre)
P.O. Box 2414, Durango, CO 81302
www.cutthroatmag.com

Non-Fiction

September 17
Past Loves Day Story Contest
Spruce Mountain Press,
61 Katuah Rd., Plainfield, VT 05667
contest@ourpastloves.com
www.ourpastloves.com/
contest.html 

September 30
The Sixth Annual
Thomas Moreton Memorial Prize
in Literary Excellence
info@puritan-magazine.com
www.puritan-magazine.com

October 2   The 2017
Jeffrey E. Smith Editors’ Prize
contest_question@moreview.com.
www.missourireview.com/
tmrsubmissions/
editors-prize-contest/

Songwriting

November 15
The 19th Annual
Great American Song Contest
info@greatamericansong.com
www.GreatAmericanSong.com
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Southport Writers Circle
Annual Short Story
Competition 2017

Ends: October 31st

1st prize: £150,
2nd: £80, 3rd: £30, 

Any original, unpublished
short story up to 2000 words

Fee: £3 each or £10 for 4

Judge: Jo Reardon

60 Dinorwic Road, Southport,
Merseyside, PR8 4DL

Full details and online entry 
www.swconline.co.uk
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OCTOBER 31

Cannon Poets’ Sonnet or Not 2017

Poems of  14 lines, traditional/varied form or not at all...
Any theme

Judge:  Liz Berry

Prizes £500 £200 £100;
publication in Cannon’s Mouth

For entry form and details:
www.cannonpoets.org.uk

Contact: 22 Margaret Grove, Harborne,
Birmingham B17 9JH

martin@cannonpoets.org.uk
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Fish Short Story Prize: •3,000

Fish will publish the ten best stories from the competition
for the 2018 Fish Anthology

2nd prize is a week at Anam Cara Writers’ Retreat and •300.

3rd prize is •300.

Closing date is 30 November

The judge is yet to be appointed

Entry is normally online  at www.fishpublishing.com,
but we accept postal entries:

Fish Publishing, Durrus, Bantry, Co. Cork, Ireland

Entry is •20 for the first and •10 thereafter.
If sending a cheque, please make it to FISH PUBLISHING

The 2017 Fish Anthology is available from the Fish website and
from Amazon, and in Kindle form

Welcome to Fish Publishing
www.fishpublishing.com

Fish Publishing. Writing Contests,
Online Writing Courses and Editorial Services.

For Short Story, Flash Fiction, Screenwriting, Poetry and Memoir
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BOOKS FOR SALE

For list, please contact

E. F. FRANCIS
47 NANSEN ROAD

SALTLEY
B8 3JP

Paperbacks; Hardbacks:
Sci-fi; Westerns;

Crime Fiction;  Fiction

   BRITISH COMPARATIVE
   LITERATURE ASSOCIATION

   THE JOHN DRYDEN
   TRANSLATION COMPETITION

   1st Prize £350; £200; £100
   Annual competition with 13 February 2018
   closing date; enter at any time of year
   Any genre. Any language into English
   A maximum of 20 pages
   One entry £7; 2, £12; 3,£16
   Full details and entry form: http://
 bcla.org/prizes-and-competitions/
 john-dryden-translation-competition/
   Hard copy entries to: Dr Karen Seago
   John Dryden Translation Competition
   Centre for English, School of Arts
   and Social Sciences,
   City University London
   London EC1V 0HB
   DrydenTranslation
  Competition@city.ac.uk
              Sponsored by
The British Centre for  Literary Translation
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Closing date:  Thursday, August 31st 2017
Torbay Open Poetry Competition

Judge: Penelope Shuttle
£1,000 first prize plus free weekend at the poetry festival,

(19th - 23rd Oct), including accommodation and Festival Pass.
£400 second prizeplus a free Festival Pass.

£200 third prize plus ticket for the Festival Supper for two.
Fee:   £5.00 per poem, or 5 poems for £20.00.

Winners to be announced at the Prizewinners’ Party,
Saturday 21st October, at the Torbay Poetry Festival,

Livermead Cliff  Hotel, Torquay, Devon
where short-listed poets will be invited to read their poems.

www.torbaypoetryfestival.co.uk/competition

SHORT STORY CONTEST 2017

Deadline: 30 November 2017

Prizes
Winner:  £1000

Runner-up: £100
4 x Highly Commended £25

All prizewinners will have their story published to the
InkTears Readers and their Bio published on the InkTears website.

Full results will be announced by 30 March 2018.

Fee: £3.50.  Length: 1000 - 3500 words max, any theme and open to age 18+.

UK and International
Stories may have been previously published or unpublished

http://www.inktears.com/ssentry for full details and how to enter.


